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I. INTRODUCTION 
Problems of wave propagation in a general continuum have received 
much attention as of late. However, such studies have been restricted 
totally to nondissipative and nondispersive media except in some specific 
cases. Transform methods have proved to be quite useful in the studies 
of linear problems. Nonlinear problems have been discussed via the method 
of characteristics or through the use of singular surface theory. 
Unfortunately, all of the above mentioned techniques fail when discussion 
becomes general enough to include the effects of dissipation and 
dispersion. This occurs because the inclusion of such diffusive effects 
generally does not admit the existence of real characteristics as is 
required for the above approach to be valid. Thus, for most kno/iR 
physical problems other techniques must then be evolved for the study of 
such cases. 
The method of analysis developed here avoids many of the mathematical 
complexities while at the same time it provides a sound foundation for 
the study of more general problems of wave propagation. The method 
employed is essentially one of perturbation about the linear wave. This 
is a logical procedure because the effects of dispersion, dissipation, 
and nonlinearity are assumed to be small or of a higher order. To 
demonstrate the interaction of all of the effects, a similarity hypothesis 
is introduced. It relates all of the smallness parameters to a single 
inner parameter interpreted here as the reciprocal of Reynolds number. 
This gives an equation describing the far-field asymptotic structure of 
the wave; the result Is quite novel in that it clearly brings out the 
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effects of curvature, nonlinearity, dissipation and dispersion on the 
1inear wave. 
Such a result is identified as Burgers's-Korteweg-De Vries (B.K.D.V.) 
equation. It is a generalization of results obtained earlier in reference 
to dispersive water waves (Korteweg-De Vries equation) and to dissipative 
waves in gases (Burgers's equation); the generalization is made not only 
to solid continua but also to more than one dimension. It is claimed 
that these two achievements of this study are novel to the literature. 
Although consideration is limited here only to cases where propagation 
is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, it is the contention of the 
present work that the generality of the procedure presented allows one to 
use all ideas of ray theory and singular surface theory and extend these 
same ideas to the study of nonhomogeneous, anisotropic wave propagation 
problems in a general continuum. This shall become more and more evident 
as the study progresses. 
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11. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND FORMULATION OF GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
The notion of a wave as a repetitive periodic phenomena suffices only 
in discussions of the linear problem, in the linear nondissipative 
problem an oscillating source generates waves of the same frequency. If 
dissipation is present, there may be damping, phase difference, and time 
lag in the response of the system. However, in the nonlinear problem the 
mode of disturbance generated may vary radically from the forcing function. 
This is due to the feeding in process of noniinearlty. A disturbance of 
a given wavelength can result in disturbances of different wavelengths 
and an input of a given frequency may result In other frequencies, too. 
Thus there exists a continuous interaction between modes characterized 
by different wavelengths and frequencies. Studies of such physical 
phenomena, though of more recent origin, do exist in problems of hydro-
dynamic stability as found in a study by Segel and Stuart (58). A 
definitive answer to the inquiry as to the response of a nonlinear 
material in general remains to be a difficult problem and appears to 
remain open to discussion. 
There is still another view of a wave as brought out by the theories 
of characteristics and singular surfaces. No doubt this view is more 
illuminating for a pulse propagation problem than it is for a periodic 
source. Characteristic surfaces are defined to be those surfaces across 
which the analytic continuation of the Cauchy problem fails. Given a 
set of partial differential equations and adequate (depending on the 
problem) data on an Initial manifold, one enquires whether the solution 
can be continued across It by use of the differential system. Manifolds 
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across which such continuation is impossible define characteristic 
surfaces. Singular surfaces are defined to be those across which some 
field variables and/or their derivatives suffer discontinuities. It 
appears that in most known applications characteristics do happen to be 
singular surfaces, but the converse Is not true. Indeed, a shock surface 
or a fracture surface Is a singular surface, but It is not a characteristic 
surface. Truesdell (66) has made an extensive study of this. 
In using these concepts one must realize the limitations on the 
results one can expect from such studies. A large number of studies 
based on the theory of singular surfaces exist In the literature and 
reference shall be restricted to only a few. These studies have received 
wide interest starting with Thomas (64) and have found wide acceptance. 
The scope of such studies may be found in a text by Jeffrey and TanlutI 
(23), and in a report by Narlboll (41). The basic Idea In these Is the 
characterization of a wave by a surface of discontinuity. The evolution 
of the discontinuity is defined by the growth equation. Such a method has 
Its limitations. It provides Information only In the vicinity of the 
wave front. It provides no information about the full field. 
For a linear problem such Information Is obtainable In principle by 
the use of transform calculus. For a nonlinear problem the method of 
characteristics appears to be the only approach. This method Is 
predominantly numerical; one proceeds step by step In constructing a 
characteristic net. As Indicated by Hill (22) and Shapiro (59), this 
method has application to plasticity and gasdynamlcs. The method is 
especially useful to the study of effects of repeated reflections on the 
wave front as indicated by Vandervoort (69) specifically, the applicability 
of the procedure presumes the existence of real characteristics or a well 
defined shock. In the study of waves in materials with memory, real 
characteristics do exist even in the presence of dissipation. As indicated 
in a study by Coleman, Gurtin, Herrerar and Truesdell (6), the above 
approach is valid and serves to bring out the effects of dissipative 
mechanisms upon the wave front. Another example where real characteristics 
exist even in the presence of dissipation Is well il lustrated in a study 
by Nariboli and Secrest (45). Here the effects of thermal and electrical 
conductivities on the growth of a weak discontinuity in inviscid magneto-
gasdynamics are studied. Results show that the effect of dissipation Is 
to cause exponential decay of the discontinuity. 
However, when real characteristics do not exist in the problem both 
of the previously mentioned approaches fail. One simple example is one 
of infinitesimal motion of a viscous gas in one dimension described by 
the following equation: 
4  - 4 4  -  ( 2 . ' )  
at^ " 9x^ a,: at 
where u is the velocity component, x and t are space and time coordinates, 
a^j is the speed of sound and v is the kinematic coefficient of viscosity. 
For V 0 the above equation has no real characteristics that yield wave 
type solutions. Another interesting example Is the Rayleigh equation 
describing the effect of lateral Inertia on longitudinal waves In rods 
described by the equation. 
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where u is now the longitudinal axial displacement, p the density of the 
material, E is Young's modulus, a is Poisson's ratio and K is the radius 
of gyration of a cross-section about its central axis. 
Both of the above examples can be shown to have characteristics 
defined by x = constant and t =» constant. These characteristics do not 
describe a wave and therefore are trivial. Still, it is known based on 
physical grounds that the disturbance propagates with a speed always close 
to that of the wave predicted by lower order derivatives. Analytical 
studies based on transform calculus do exist for such linear problems. 
A feature common to all such studies is that no simple analytical 
representation of these solutions exist in an interpretable form. 
Therefore, one is forced to remain satisfied with small and large time 
solutions in their asymptotic form. 
The two preceding examples are typical of a vast number of cases where 
the dissipât!ve term of Equation 2.1 or the dispersive term of Equation 
2.2 happen to be of a higher order than the remaining terms. If the 
right hand members of the above equations consisted simply of terms of 
lower order derivatives than those on the left hand side the higher order 
derivative terms would then determine characteristics that would predict 
wave type solutions. Exact integration of Equations 2.1 and 2.2 exhibits 
some interesting features. The asymptotic field is described by the error 
and Airy functions respectively. Further, integration or differentiation 
of these results yields new solutions to the same two respective problems. 
Whitham (76) has provided a very extensive general discussion for 
such higher order equations and has predicted their solutions. It is a well 
known fact that the highest order derivatives determine the characteristics 
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that in turn define the wave front and its speed, if indeed a wave does 
exist. However, speeds defined by highest order derivatives may in fact 
be quite different from the speed of propagation associated with the main 
disturbance. This poses a very crucial question as to which waves are the 
strongest because they would be the ones most easily detectable. These 
questions arise for both linear and nonlinear problems. In the latter 
case, there appear further complications as to shock waves, their formation, 
and structure. Whitham does not dwell on the latter but devotes his 
attention to the linear case, indicating only how the nonlinear problem 
is affected. Such a discussion suffices because many results, valid for 
the linear problem, can also be extended to the nonlinear problem. 
His discussion Is one devoted to the following equation; 
E Lu + Mu = 0 (2.3) 
Here L and M are differential operators; u is the dependent variable; 
X and t are the independent variables; and e is a small parameter. The 
order of L is higher than that of M. Further, he shavs that the criteria 
for stability is that e be positive, and that the speed of propagation as 
predicted by Mu = 0 be bounded above and below by the speeds of 
propagation predicted by Lu = 0. Also the condition that e be "small" 
restricts consideration to far-field solutions. For such a case Whitham 
shows that if Mu = 0 admits wave type solutions, only these waves shall 
be of importance in the far-field. 
If equation Lu = 0 admits wave type solutions, the role of the lower 
order operator M Is to cause exponential decay of these waves. However, 
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If Mu - 0 has waves, the role of the higher order operator L in Equation 
2.3 is to cause diffusion about this wave front. Clearly, the exponen­
tially decaying solution is of l ittle importance In the far-field, as 
indeed is the case, when e is assumed "small". This certainly would 
not be the case if the concern of the present study was with the boundary 
layer. 
Whitham's mathematical development Is in no violation with the 
physical assertion that the far-field dominant disturbance is associated 
with Mu = 0 and is identified with that of a linear wave, providing that 
e is assumed "small". The smallness of e has some physical meaning as It 
dictates that the mechanisms of diffusion (dissipation and/or dispersion) 
remain to be weak. Whitham's study is generalized to problems of wave 
propagation, where the relation Mu = 0 is given by the following 
differential form: 
It + 3o(u) It = Q (2-4) 
dx 
with u = constant on ^ = a^fu). 
This solution resembles the simple wave solution In gasdynamics. 
Since the speed of propagation a^tu) varies with u, the wave profile is 
continually being distorted and the wave front sharpened. This 
nonllnearlty has an opposite effect to that of diffusion and Is much 
greater, except Inside a shock where the wave profile becomes steep. 
Inside the shock layer the two effects balance to give a steady shock 
profile. The higher order diffusion terms are only required to study the 
shock profile or the "shock structure". A detailed account of such a 
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study as applied to gasdynatnics has been given by Lighthill (31). 
In his study the combined effects of viscosity, heat conduction and 
nonlinear!ty were considered for the one-dimensional case. The resulting 
structure was described by Burgers's equation. Lighthill 's study 
confirmed the validity of Equation 2,4 as a first approximation to the 
far-field solution. 
Although it is true that the main disturbance travels with speed a^, 
the characteristics defined by the highest order derivatives still have 
a fundamental role in determining the domain of dependence and the 
appropriate number of boundary conditions necessary to solve the problem, 
Whitham (76) concluded that the number of conditions to be given on any 
boundary must equal the number of characteristics pointing into the 
region across the boundary. His discussion covered not only the far-field 
problem but also that of the boundary layer. 
As noted earlier, many of the properties discussed with reference to 
linear problems can also be extended to nonlinear problems with slight 
qualitative changes. The treatment of these nonlinear cases starts with 
a study of the corresponding linearized theory for small perturbations 
and then the nonlinear effects are built into this basic outline. Again, 
Whitham (76) found that the wave motion defined by the higher order 
derivatives is damped out. In the source of this process because of 
the influence of nonlinear effects that arrest the diffusive behavior, 
the wave may develop into a shock. After its formation is complete it too 
decays In much the same manner. With the possible existence of shocks it 
becomes necessary to assume the disturbance to be weak; then through 
physical arguments one may be able to assert that no shock formation Is 
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possible providing that the effects of nonlinearity and diffusivity are 
smal1. 
The boundary layer solution predicted by Whitham is shown to be of 
l ittle consequence outside of the layer. It was also found that the 
solution of Equation 2.4 certainly represents the most dominant wave 
beyond the boundary layer. In particular, Whitham discussed the one-
dimensional magnetohydrodynamics problem with reference to both the 
boundary layer and far-field problem. He argued that a perturbation 
performed about the linear wave should depend strongly upon the linear 
solution predicted by Equation 2.4. The nonlinear and diffusive effects 
enter only in higher order terms. He also found that the validity of the 
linear wave solution wholly depends upon the physical situation under 
consideration: whether the time was large, the parameter e was small and 
how close to the boundary was a solution desired. Thus, for a solution 
to be valid; time had to be large, c had to be small and the solution 
desired had to be far from the boundary. These indeed are the conditions 
imposed upon the problems discussed in the present work. 
All of the above conclusions serve to provide a sound basis for the 
discussion of weak disturbances (no shock formation allowed) propagating 
through a continuum with the 1inear wave speed while influenced by smal1 
non Iinearities and dlffusivities. The interaction of all of these 
mechanisms serves to yield a structure that describes the evolution of 
the wave front in a fashion analogous to the growth equation In reference 
to nonlinear wave propagation problems where the effects of dissipation 
and dispersion are not included. 
The perturbation procedure developed here is nothing new to mechanics, 
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especially with reference to fluid mechanics, in particular with respect 
to the discussion of water waves. The method was first introduced by 
Friedrichs (15) in reference to shalloiv water wave theory. He provided 
a sound systematic perturbation procedure designed to reduce the conven­
tional nonlinear problem to that of shallow water theory in the first order 
approximation and to exhibit an expansion parameter which determines the 
accuracy of this and higher order approximations. Friedrichs' method is 
characterized by the Introduction of a dimension less parameter which he 
used to stretch some of the coordinates. He also assumed that all quanti­
ties can be expanded in powers of that same parameter. Because the 
parameter of expansion was proportional to the depth of the water, it was 
necessary to restrict the discussion to shallow water waves only. 
Friedrichs method allowed one to obtain higher order approximations to 
the shallow water theory, without the necessity of introducing additional 
physical assumptions than are implicitly Involved In the special choice 
of dimension less variables and parameters. In the derivation of higher 
order approximations for flows in open channels, Boussinesq found It 
necessary to make quite a number of ad hoc physical assumptions which are 
entirely unnecessary in the procedure presented by Friedrichs. 
It was found that higher order approximations yielded a set of 
nonlinear equations for which solutions were sought. Keller (25) used 
Friedrichs' method to show that in the case of steady motion the second 
order approximation to shallow water wave theory predicts cnoldal and 
solitary waves. He developed a systematic procedure for the theoretical 
study of these waves and obtained results In essential agreement with 
those found earlier by Boussinesq, Lord Rayleigh, Korteweg and De Vrles. 
Solitary waves are permanent, two-dimensional, irrotational flavs 
of finite amplitude in a fluid at rest at infinity. The qualification 
"permanent" indicates that the flow appears to be steady when observed in 
a Galilean reference frame located at the wave front and travelling with 
the linear wave. The existence of such waves was not shown until 1525 
when Levi-Civita predicted their existence in two-dimensional flows where 
the water depth was assumed to be infinite. Friedrichs and Hyers (17) 
used the coordinate-stretching procedure to prove their existence. They 
credited Lavrientiev (29) as being the first to provide a formal proof 
of the existence of such waves. 
Llttman (32) used a method quite similar to that of Friedrichs and 
Hyers (17) to prove the existence of cnoidal waves near the critical speed 
this corresponds to the physical situation for which the wave length Is 
defined to be very large or approaching infinity. Friedrichs' approach 
clearly brings out the essential features of shallow water wave theory 
since the expansion procedure has built into it the shallow water theory 
as the limiting case of the more general theory. This fact suggests the 
possibility of applying a similar approach to other fields. 
Indeed wave motion in elastic bodies which are bounded provide an 
important field of application. Wave motion in rods and plates have 
comparable analogies with water wave theory: they arc dispersive and 
nonlinear; a parameter can be introduced as the ratio of radius of the 
cylinder (or thickness of the plate) to the wave length. Expansions in 
terms of such a parameter lead to theories of rods and plates. All known 
theories do appear as limiting cases of these. 
It is clear from all of the above studies that the first order terms 
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are those predicted by linear theory. The solitary and cnoidal waves 
appear as a result of second order effects, as a refinement of the linear 
theory. These effects define the structure for the case where only 
mechanisms of dispersion and non linearity have been included in the 
analysis. 
Although this method of analysis has its foundation in water wave 
theory, the same method has been extended to the study of other media not 
necessarily incompressible. Peters and Stoker (51) have studied solitary 
waves in a two layer liquid and also a liquid with varying density. In 
both cases the fluid was assumed to be incompressible and irrotatlonal. 
Peters (50) has also made studies in which rotationality was allowed. 
Meyer (34) used a perturbation in the Galilean frame moving with the 
linear wave velocity as well as coordinate stretching to discuss the 
far-field structure of the wave. His study was more general in that it 
introduced a number of small parameters into the problem. By considering 
a different relationship to exist between these parameters, Meyer predicted 
the existence of different types of waves. His study showed that the 
wave can be of Airy type ("shallow water" wave) for at most a brief period 
because such waves require the presence of a viscosity for their develop­
ment. Further, Meyer found that the linear long dispersive waves known 
as Jeffrey waves cannot remain for an indefinite period no matter how 
small the amplitude. He also concluded that the effects of nonlinearity 
eventually must overshadow the effects of dispersion. Ultimately, Meyer 
concluded that the wave takes the form of a wave-train governed by 
Korteweg-De Vrles equation, thus predicting the formation of cnoidal waves 
that in the limit become solitary waves. 
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Shen (60) extended a similar study to a semi-infinite compressible 
atmosphere having an arbitrary variation in velocity. Consideration was 
given only to dispersive phenomena as applied to long waves in an 
atmosphere. The problem was very similar to the one discussed by Meyer 
(34); however, it provided a sounder physical foundation for the possible 
existence of various solutions. Again, the problem was one of a stratified 
compressible medium of Infinite height where diffusîvlties, rotational Ity, 
and curvature effects were neglected. Coordinate stretching as well as 
time stretching, was employed. The results obtained suggested the possible 
existence of a variety of types of long waves in the atmosphere. With an 
appropriately chosen similarity hypothesis a relationship was established 
between the expansion parameter and the coordinate-stretch parameter (i.e. 
horizontal to vertical variation is very small for large times) yielding 
Korteweg-De Vrles equation, it was found to be a generalization of an 
earlier result obtained by Bousslnesq and was of the following form: 
No general solution is known for the above equation. However, under 
a more restrictive similarity hypothesis Equation 2.5 may be simplified 
considerably. All of these simpler forms predict the existence of all 
of the waves already discussed by Meyer. Thus, the generality and the 
strength of this expansion method Is clearly evident. Only physical 
arguments are needed to substantiate the validity of the particularly 
chosen similarity hypothesis. Cole (5) has managed to develop this 
approach through numerous examples Illustrating the essence of such an 
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expansion procedure. It is important to note that no diffusivities have 
as yet been included in such studies. A viscosity, for example, may 
introduce into the momentum and energy equations a physical parameter such 
as the reciprocal of Reynolds number. This parameter would then also have 
to be incorporated into the similarity hypothesis. Moran and Shen (36) 
have indeed pursued this further in relation to the study of the formation 
of a weak plane shock by the impulsive motion of a piston. The gaseous 
medium was characterized by a finite thermal conductivity and a viscosity. 
The result obtained was valid in the far-field, large time sense and was 
identical to the result obtained by Lighthill (31) in an earlier study of 
sonic discontinuities in a viscous heat conducting gas. In both studies 
the far-field description of the structure was given by Burgers's equation, 
known to be of the following form: 
*0 + "iF + "2 if = ° (2'G) 
It is clear that the above equation describes the interaction of diffusion 
with that of non linearity in the far-field. By setting equal to zero 
one obtains the well-known diffusion equation. 
As may be expected from the preceding discussion with reference to 
dissipative waves, the study made by Moran and Shen (36) showed that the 
zeroth order terms in the perturbation of the field equations defined a 
system of homogeneous partial differential equations corresponding to the 
classical linear problem. This system determined the velocity of the 
wave front. Terms of next higher order defined still another system of 
nonhomogeneous differential equations that could be reduced to a 
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differential equation defining the structure in the far-field sense. 
In particular, dlffusivitics admit Burgers's equation. 
It is important to realize that the present approach to tlie analysis 
of such problems is in no way in conflict wi tii the ideas presented by 
Whitham (76). It may also be of interest to note the striking similarity 
that exists between the growth equation obtained via singular surface 
theory (from compatibility equations that are essentially second order 
differential effects) and the structure obtained using the procedure 
outlined here. In both cases the two results are a consequence of the 
higher order terms. Velocity is determined by considering the zeroth 
order terms or terms "of lovjer order. Since the predicted velocity of 
propagation is independent of the method used, the method of rays can be 
used to locate the wave front and also its shape for all time, providing 
the discussion is indeed restricted to that of a weak disturbance; however, 
this aspect is not pursued in the present work. The present study limits 
itself to the structure of the wave only. Further, the totality of the 
discussion is limited to examples of isotropic propagation for obvious 
reasons. 
As earlier studies would indicate, discussion of wave propagation 
in diffusive media has been totally restricted to gases. Consideration 
has also been directed at one-dimensional problems only. Obviously more 
general results can still be deduced in reference to these studies, not 
to mention the many possibilities that may exist in application to solid 
mechanics. In the study pursued here, many of the aforementioned concepts 
shall be used. It is felt that despite the complexities involved, the 
concept of an asymptotic expansion parameter and that of a similarity 
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hypothesis are invaluable tools in the study of the far-field waves 
propagating through a continuum. This indeed shall prove to be the case 
in the progress of the present work. 
Before continuing it would probably be of some value to note a few 
points of importance with reference to solid mechanics. In particular, 
restricting ourselves for the moment to an elastic material where no 
dissipatlve effects are present vIs-a-vis a viscoelastic material where 
dissipative mechanisms are present, our attention can now be centered 
solely on the mechanism of dispersion, a phenomenon that may be present 
in any continua. Indeed, dispersion is not a feature common only to water 
waves but also to elastic waves. 
it must be remembered that elastic waves in infinite media are 
nondispersive. The basic cause of dispersion in elastic media is the 
presence of finite boundaries. As is well-known, an initially incident 
dilatational or shear wave, incident on the boundary of a semi-infinite 
media gives rise to both types of reflected waves. This is evidenced in 
bounded media such as elastic rods and plates. These repetitive 
reflections produce a cummulative effect which has a double role of not 
only causing dispersion but also of modifying the effective velocity cf 
the wave. Various studies of the analysis of the frequency equations for 
waves in rods and plates give rise to waves propagating at speeds entirely 
distinct from those in an infinite media. Thus, the mechanics of 
reflections plays a very vital role and must be embodied In studies of 
wave propagation in any bounded media. It is hoped that this may be 
accomplished through the introduction of an expansion parameter as shall 
be done in subsequent work. It is felt that such a parameter shall only 
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bring out the significance of such a mechanism. The role of the mechanism 
shall of course be determined by the magnitude of this same parameter. 
Theories of rods and plates can be found in the earliest studies of 
elasticity. Indeed they provide the basis for the beginnings of elasticity 
where a linear stress-strain relation was first defined through an 
effective modulus playing the role of a constant of proportionality 
(Hooke's law). With the development of three-dimensional elasticity, the 
earlier theories still survived. Salnt-Venant's principle was Invoked to 
provide a plausible explanation as to the validity of these theories. 
Given any three-dimensional theory of a continuum, one can obtain 
theories of rods and plates as asymptotic expansions. It Is an easy task 
to verify that solutions from known theories of rods and plates do not 
satisfy the full three-dimensional equations of elasticity. These theories 
are largely formulated through physical arguments. Attempts to derive 
equations governing deformations of such lower dimensional bodies from the 
three-dimensional elasticity are not new. MIndlin and Herrmann (35) have 
sought solutions In terms of polynomials in the lateral directions and used 
the variational principle to derive equations for plates and rods, 
Ericksen and Truesdell (11) obtained such equations by integrating the 
equations of elasticity across the thickness of the cross section. 
Using a uniquely different method Friedrichs argued that lower 
dimensional theories such as theories of rods, plates and shells In 
elasticity, could be regarded as asymptotic limits of the general three-
dimensional theory for a continuum. 
Recent studies have used the method of asymptotic expansions to obtain 
more accurate results. Much of this work has been almost totally confined 
to only a few investigators. Papers by Friedrlchs and Dressier (16) 
studied the boundary layer for elastic plates. Reîss and Locke (52) 
discussed the plane stress problem with reference to a thin plate and 
sought to refine the theory of plates. Reissner (53) observed that the 
Kirchoff boundary conditions for the thin plate problem gave solutions 
valid only in the interior of the plate. Refinements in the theory had 
to be introduced so as to extend the validity of such solutions. Reissner 
used a variational technique to correct the boundary conditions. These 
corrections affected only the edge-zone, boundary layer solution. This 
is not a very startling result and is found to be in complete agreement 
with Salnt-Venant's principle. Naghdl (37) has also done extensive work 
in shell theory. The Russian school led by Goldenveizer (19, 20) has also 
devoted much time to this aspect of elasticity. Refinements to the plate 
and shell theories have been the main problems under discussion. 
The elegance of such an expansion as used In these studies lies not 
only in its success in explaining known classical theories but also in 
providing a systematic way of constructing higher order theories. This 
becomes impossible if ad hoc theories are used. 
Although all earlier studies were confined to static problems, it Is 
the hope of the present work to extend the same approach to dynamic 
problems specifically in application to nonlinear viscoelasticity both for 
bounded and unbounded media. The bounded cases shall be restricted to 
typically simple geometries, the semi-infInlte rod and the thin infinite 
plate. It is clear that the first approximation will lead to the classical 
wave equation. The second approximation shall be shown to define the 
structure for the linear wave. Higher approximations shall not be 
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obtained in the present study. 
Certain parts of this study are based on recent work done by Naribcli 
(39). He appears to be the first to have employed this method to study 
waves in elastic rods. His discussion is restricted to a weak disturbance 
where shock formation is assumed not to take place. With such an 
assumption the expansion procedure used is a perfectly reasonable one. 
Asymptotic theory yields a succession of manageable equations. 
Hcfr/ever, it too has its difficulties. In all such theories (rods and 
plates) there is the problem of both the interior and of the boundary 
layer. These problems are coupled through the boundary conditions. They 
must be matched in r ,  region where both solutions are valid in an 
asymptotic sense. The boundary layer solution arises front the general 
three-dimensional problem in elasticity and so is more difficult to solve 
than the Interior problem that is predicted by the classical theory. 
There are problems where interest lies either only in the interior 
or only in the boundary layer problem. The latter problem seems to be 
Important in determining the drag in the problem of fluid flow past bodies. 
In such cases It is important to obtain a completely well-posed boundary 
layer problem. The study presented here is totally restricted to the 
interior problem sufficiently far from the boundary. No attempt is made to 
obtain solutions valid in the vicinity of the boundary. The results 
obtained indicate corrections to the classical field. These corrections 
have been noted by Nariboll (38) in connection with wave motion in rods. 
The result obtained clearly brought out the effects of lateral inertia and 
of transverse shear. A subsequent study by tlaribcli and Tsai (4?) used 
this same approach to study extensional waves In an Infinite elastic 
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plate. The results obtained were similar to those obtained in connection 
with longitudinal waves in rods. 
It must be emphasized that all problems discussed here are restricted 
to weak disturbances. Only then can such a perturbation about the linear 
wave have a sound physical basis. Further, all such studies yield the 
far-field, large time description for the structure. This structure 
describes the far-field interaction of all the mechanisms of diffusion 
and nonlinearity. If one mechanism dominates the other the structure too 
is then affected. For purely dispersive waves the structure equation is 
seen to be Korteweg-De Vries equation of dispersive water wave theory. 
When dissipation prevails Burgers's equation Is found to describe the 
structure. Of course, where both effects are prevalent some 
combination of the above two equations is to be expected. It is hoped 
that the results obtained here will be more general and reduce to the 
particular cases. 
The study presented here shall generalize all results to three-
dimensions where possible. In reference to infinite media, the generalized 
one-dimensional (centro-symmetric) form of Burgers's equation shall be 
deduced in application to gasdynamics and magnetogasdynamics. In 
application to an infinite viscoelastic solid, two modes of propagation 
are to be discussed and the results will be generalized to the centro-
symmetric form for both cases. Finally, to bring out the effects of 
boundaries on such problems two simple geometries are to be discussed; 
the semi-infinite rod and the infinite plate. The results obtained are 
quite interesting and completely novel to mechanics. Of course, because 
of the complexities involved one Is restricted totally to the discussion 
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of isotropic wave propagation problems. 
A feature crucial to all of these studies is the choice of an 
appropriate similarity hypothesis. This choice is dictated by the 
existing physical situation. It is hoped that the results presented here 
are most general in scope. Any change in the similarity hypothesis 
appears to yield results that are not as general as those presented here. 
A feature common to the totality of the present study is that in 
order to he able to non-dimensionalize all of the pertinent field 
equations, it becomes necessary to introduce a characteristic typical 
length. Such a length may be Interpreted as the wave length in problems 
of water waves, but in the present context it has a more logical 
interpretation. Since the disturbance is weak and the discussion Is one 
restricted to the far-field, it should be anticipated that variation in 
field variables reaches significant proportions only over large distances. 
LQ denotes such a distance. It is a physically realizable distance that 
is not given any value but is assumed only to be large. 
in order to non-dimensionaIize the equations with respect to time, 
it becomes necessary to introduce a typical speed identified with the 
sound speed a^ measured in the undisturbed medium. The ratio of the 
typical length to the sound speed (Lg/ag) has dimensions of time and may 
thus be used to non-dimensionalize the time variable. All other physical 
dimensional variables can also be eliminated by choosing an appropriate 
combination of and a^. This shall become more apparent from 
discussions that appear in subsequent chapters. 
Since the disturbance is weak, the velocity for the case of gases 
and the displacement in the case of solids must be expanded in an 
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appropriate fashion. The form of the expansion as chosen in the present 
work is not unique but is consistent as It manages to provide meaningful 
results. 
The present approach of perturbation expansion about the linear wave 
inherently implies that the discussion pertains only to those situations 
where the non linearity, dispersion and dissipation are all weak. This 
requires that the lowest order terms define the linear wave predicted by 
classical theory. The remaining terms In the field equations must then be 
of a higher order as they are multiplied by one of the smallness parameters 
that appear in the problem. 
These parameters make their appearance In the problem through various 
ways. First, through the Introduction of a small unspecified amplitude 
parameter the disturbance Is assumed to be weak. This guarantees that 
the nonlinear effects are of a lower order. Further, the Inclusion of 
disslpatlve effects Introduces additional smallness parameters. Such 
parameters may then be given a physical interpretation such as the 
reciprocal of Reynolds number etc. It becomes convenient at this point 
to introduce a coordinate system moving with a linear wave velocity. 
(This is a Galilean system only in the strict one-dimensional case.) 
It is in this reference frame that the structure is sought. Finally, 
since interest is restricted totally to the far-field description, it 
becomes necessary to stretch the time variable and so Introduce still 
another small parameter. Evidently, the smallness parameters serve only 
to bring out the effects of nonlInearities and diffuslvlties In the far-
field description of the structure as seen In a moving frame of reference 
located at the wave front. 
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Diffusion in all of our discussion comprises the effects of both 
dissipation and dispersion. The phenomena of dispersion Is found always 
to prevail in bounded media. For such cases it suffices to introduce an 
additional small parameter dependent solely on the physical dimensions. 
For the case of the rod the parameter Is defined by the ratio of the radius 
of the rod to the typical length discussed earlier. In order to be able to 
deduce results that are of most general nature, it becomes necessary to 
introduce a similarity hypothesis that establishes a relationship among 
all of the above mentioned smallness parameters. With the hypothesis 
established the analysis is then shown to yield a result in the form 
of a partial differential equation. This result is identified as Burgers's-
Korteweg-De Vries (B.K.D.V.) equation. 
This result manages to describe clearly the far-field Interaction of 
the effects of non 1inear1ty, dissipation and dispersion on the 11 near wave 
as viewed in a reference frame located In the vicinity of the wave front. 
It is the purpose of the present work to attempt to make a study of such 
an equation and predict its solutions. 
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III. DIFFUSIVE WAVES IN GASDYNAMICS 
A. Introduction 
Viscosity effects on sound waves may have been the first of problems 
in which the effects of dissipative mechanisms received any attention. 
An account of these earlier studies can be found in the pioneering work 
by Lamb (28). It Is a well established fact that the effect is to modify 
the phase difference and time lag. To continue such a study for the 
linear problem, a dispersion relation is obtained by assuming solutions 
to field variables to be proportional to exp ik(x - Vt) or exp(ikx - iwt). 
In the presence of viscosity this relation leads to complex values for 
the frequency to for any given fixed wave number k or conversely. All such 
studies of infinitesimal disturbances are limited to those of a uniform 
quiescent medium. If the ambient medium is In a given motion, such studies 
based on the frequency equation have little meaning. Studies do exist based 
on asymptotic methods; for example, one defines a local wave number, which 
necessarily involves the assumption of "slow variation". Linear 
problems of such infinitesimal disturbances need more powerful methods; 
applications of these in optics are well known. 
Relevant dissipative mechanisms affecting sound waves are viscosity 
and thermal conductivity. The role of the two is radically different 
since neglect of viscosity leads to waves given by characteristic theory. 
This Is not the case when thermal conductivity is neglected and viscosity 
retained. Both effects are known to be of the same order of magnitude 
in a large number of physical situations. This suggests that if both 
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effects are present they both must be either Included or neglected 
simultaneously. 
In general, study of the nonlinear viscous gas cannot be made through 
the use of characteristics. As noted, for Equation 2.1 the characteristics 
of the system In the presence of dissipative mechanisms are given by 
X « constant and t • constant; the system is parabolic. This Is not a 
wave type solution and the approach falls in such a case. 
Providing that the mechanisms of diffusion are weak, Whitham (76) has 
asserted that the disturbance remains strongest near the wave front 
predicted by the classical problem of an Inviscid non-heat-conducting gas. 
A number of studies based on Integration by method of stationary phase or 
of saddle points exist In the case of the linear problem. For the full 
nonlinear problem, studies are again limited to a uniform medium; 
dissipative mechanisms provide a structure for the shock. Such studies 
are limited only to a steady shock. The basic equations are Galilean 
Invariant; thus results remain valid for a shock moving with a constant 
speed. Study of strong nonuniform shocks in an arbitrary medium appears 
to remain beyond the scope of the mathematical methods developed thus 
far. An earlier study done by Whitham (75) remains as the major source 
of reference. Methods based on optics depend on work done by Schwartz 
(54). Based on these methods the weak discontinuity In an arbitrary 
medium has been studied by Narlboll, Singh and Ranga Rao (46). 
There exists a wave of an intermediary type, the wave of smal1 but 
finite amplItude. It is the object of the present work to study such 
waves. This study Is again limited to the vicinity of the wave front. 
The method of expansion as used here does have the capability of 
discussing a disturbance in an arbitrary medium. The aim of the present 
work is to bring out the basic idea that the study of such waves bears a 
close resemblance to studies based on singular surface theory. Though it 
is hoped that one can discuss an arbitrary wave form, the study here is 
limited to those cases where only one spatial variable is involved. It 
is only indicated tliat the results do extend to arbitrary wave form. 
Further, no work thus far exists to study higher approximations; such a 
study is not done here either. 
The initial study most relevant to the work done here was made by 
Lighthill (31). He used the fact that isentropic motion of a one 
dimensional flow of a gas is described by a reducible system of partial 
differential equations as discussed by Courant and Friedrichs (7). So, 
one can find expressions (combinations of field variables) called Riemann in­
variants and define directions in the x-t space called characteristic 
directions, such that the system can be combined to yield a new system. 
In this latter system, each invariant has the property that it is 
differentiated in a single direction. For the nonlinear problem the 
directions themselves depend on the solution. But, for simple waves, one 
set of characteristics remain straight for all time. Lighthill's study 
exploits this idea to obtain Burgers's equation. 
Basic field equations, the equations of continuity, motion and energy 
for a viscous heat conducting gas are written with Riemann invariants of a 
non-dissipative medium differentiated along the characteristic directions. 
Physical arguments must now be introduced. For a simple wave one 
invariant is constant, therefore, for a weak dissipative wave this same 
invariant is assumed to remain approximately constant along the backward 
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characteristic. This assumption requires that the motion be isentropic, 
thus enabling the temperature and density to be expressible in terms of the 
velocity. Then, after neglecting some terms based on the above approxi­
mation the equation governing the variation of the other invariant along 
a forward moving characteristic leads to Burgers's equation. 
The above elaboration is done in some detail to bring out the power 
of asymptotic expansions. This latter approach, starting with minimal 
assumptions leads to results equivalent to those obtained by Lighthi11 
(31). Moran and Shen (36) have used this method to derive Burgers's 
equation. Their work provided no new results as it was limited to the 
study of one-dimensional motion (piston problem) but the implications of 
their work are far-reaching. 
The basic premise of the present work is to generalize these earlier 
results to any number of dimensions. Firstly, it should be noted that 
the system of governing equations in this case is no longer a reducible 
one. Thus, the method of Riemann invariants is no longer applicable. 
The basic postulates of the present approach are completely different. 
It is assumed that a weak disturbance causes a wave to propagate into a 
medium. It is further assumed that the disturbance still remains strongest 
near the head of the wave (predicted by linear theory). The proof of such 
a result is possible by the use of transform techniques but this is not 
done in the context of the present study. To continue this work, a 
coordinate system that describes the vicinity of the front is introduced. 
To study the wave it is necessary to know both the location and the 
geometry of the front. This can be done in principle through the use of 
the theory of rays. Following transformation into a new coordinate 
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system, Llghthlll's results which relate the field variables across the 
wave, fol low automatically and are seen to be exact analogs of the 
relations that are obtained from compatibility conditions and singular 
surface theory in the study of waves in non-dlssipative media. The next 
step is to develop boundary layer type expansions which reflect the 
assumptions that variations in the direction normal to the front are miich 
larger compared to those in tangential directions. This second approxi­
mation leads to the structure identified as Burgers's equation. 
The advantages of the present viewpoint need to be stressed. One can 
now, in principle, study an arbitrary wave moving into an arbitrary 
medium. Such a program is not completed here. Attention here Is limited to 
a wave moving into a quiescent uniform isotropic medium. Detailed 
derivations are completed for spherical, cylindrical and planar fronts, 
and extensions to arbitrary wave forms are only indicated but not fully 
carried out. 
Inherent to the present approach of analysis in terms of asymptotic 
expansions is the fact that this method implies small nonlinearlty, 
dispersion and dissipation. This should then suggest that the lowest 
order terms should give the linear wave predicted by classical 
analysis. The remaining terms. In the field equations, premultlplied by 
some small parameter remain to be of a higher order. 
Since the disturbance Is assumed to be weak, an initially unspeci­
fied, small amplitude parameter is Introduced. This guarantees that the 
nonlinear terms be of a higher order. A further small parameter that 
premultlplies all of the dissipative terms is introduced. This 
"smallness" parameter can be given a physical interpretation. It may be 
Identified as the reciprocal of Reynolds number. With the linear wave 
of characteristic theory determined from the lowest order terms, a 
coordinate system moving with this wave Is Introduced. This is a Galilean 
frame only In the strict one-dlmenslonal sense. The other two spatial 
coordinates do not enter the picture because for a weak disturbance the 
vorticity vanishes, while for a weak shock the variation in vorticlty is 
proportional to the square of the strength of the shock wave. In both 
cases the effects are such that they Involve terms of a higher order than 
are necessary in the analysis that appears here. Lastly, because interest 
is mainly In the far-field description, the time coordinate is stretched 
by use of an additional small parameter. Imposing the requirement that 
the lowest order terms must reduce to an Identity leads to a redundant 
system. The dominant terms lead to a homogeneous system of equations 
with the number of equations equalling the number of unknowns. By 
Cramer's rule, setting the determinant of the coefficients identically 
equal to zero determines the normal speed of propagation and yields 
results that are analogs of those predicted by singular surface theory. 
Studies by Naribolt (41) and Narlboll and Secrest (45) seem to verify 
this. Proceeding to higher order terms a system of nonhomcgeneous 
equations results. This set Involves terms of next higher order and terms 
of lower order premulti pi led by the smallness parameters (Identified 
later). All of the terms In the equations are required to be of the same 
order. Such a similarity hypothesis leads directly to the generalized 
one-dimensional form of Burgers's equation. This equation provides the 
far-field description of the structure; the Interaction of the 
nonlinearlties with that of diffusivities. Although this discussion will 
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not attempt an exhaustive Investigation of all possible similarity 
hypotheses and their consequences, it Is clear that different choices lead 
to results of different form. This is well illustrated In a study made 
by Meyer (3^). Cole (5) has stated that choices are based on physically 
realizable situations. 
It is important to note the striking resemblance In the various 
steps followed in obtaining the structure equation using this method to 
that followed in obtaining the growth equation from a hyperbolic system 
of partial differential equations using singular surface theory. The 
approach provides a unified way of discussing dissipative, dispersive and 
nonlinear waves by using singular surface theory. 
The view adopted here is one of perturbation about the linear wave. 
The crucial parameter In our study is of course the reciprocal of Reynolds 
number. The definition of this parameter is known to Involve a typical 
length. In a problem connected with infinite media with no boundaries, 
such a length may appear to be rather hard to define. The very basis of 
this study provides one. It is a well known fact that the ratio of kine­
matic viscosity to sonic velocity has dimensions of length (v'/a^), usually 
designated as the viscous length. It is further assumed that significant 
changes in field variables occur only over long distances. This condition 
of slow change provides the scale for the desired length. Using this 
length, a Reynolds number Is constructed. It is Important to note that 
when a physical system has no typical length, as is true above, It will 
finally cancel out without affecting any of the final results. The 
condition of "slow" variation Is a further restriction, that, of course, 
Is guided by physical considerations. It would be unreasonable to make 
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such an assumption In the treatment of a strong shock. The concept of 
Reynolds number in boundary layer flow past a seml-InfInlte plate is a 
problem where no characteristic length exists. Still, one is not 
prevented from using the concept of a Reynolds number to formulate the 
problem. One can choose any point of observation (distance from source 
i.e. distance from leading edge of plate) as the reference length. The 
Reynolds number in the present context has a perfect analogy to the 
infinite conductivity In magnetogasdynamics, where It is Indeed such a 
length that makes the electrical conductivity "Infinite" in a number of 
applications mentioned by Cowling (9), 
A weak disturbance Is Initiated In a uniform, homogeneous, Isotropic, 
quiescent real gas. It is the aim of the present study to seek the 
far-field description of the disturbance structure. All field variables 
are written In terms of their values In the undisturbed state. However, 
the velocity, zero in the initial state is In units of a^ (where 
2 BQ = Pg/Pg ), the velocity of sound. A length is chosen as the typical 
length, and all lengths are measured in terms of It, Time Is in units of 
( Lg/ag ), The equations of continuity, momentum and energy may now be 
written as follows; 
B, Basic Equations and Formulation of the Problem 
+ (p' v! ) , = 0 (3.1) 
I Sir + 'j "i.jj + - ''ij.j (3.2) 
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(&r * "j W) ('p^') " ( ST + vj szr) p' 
6U' + nlk'T|.j_,> (3.3) 
W Î  t h  
*lj - '''VlJ + zw'dlj. 2dij " V|,J + vj.|. 4' = . 
^0 Ô = "•I"'' , " , the reciprocal of Reynolds number, 
PQ ^0 "-O 
-1 ^0 
n = rrvr , the analog of Prandtl number, and 
0 0 
Po 
Here tensor notation is used; further p' Is the density, v|, the 
velocity vector, p' the pressure, tjj is the viscous stress tensor, c^ is 
the specific heat at constant pressure and k' is the thermal conductivity. 
All are dimensionless. Also, c^, X', y', k' may be assumed to be 
arbitrary functions of T', With the following equation of state relating 
the thermodynamic variables, the system is completely defined. 
p' ° p'(p', T'), p'(l,l) = 1 (3.4) 
Had the Ideal gas law p' = p'T' been assumed, it may be shown that 
Y and n would reduce to the standard forms usually considered. 
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The assumption of a weak disturbance Is now made specific by taking 
p' = 1 + ep, v! = e v., T' = 1 + ee. (3.5a) 
These allow one to write 
p' = 1 + ep, k' = I + Ek, Cp =» J + ec, etc. (3.5b) 
The smallness parameter in p', v!, T' is taken to be the same. This 
implies a similarity hypothesis. 
Substitution in the basic system defined by Equations 3.1 through 
3.3 and grouping terms yields the following system of equations: 
^ + v. _. + sipvj = 0 (3.6) 
3v. 9v. 
TT 4" TT * "j'i.jf * *lj.J (3.7) 
"IT (C + 9) - Y (P IT + VJ ®) + Y IT <C0) 
-VjP.jj + " Vj ?;-(= + 8) + Irr) ^ 
a 6 l^ ecf) + Tij^ ( 1 + ek) 6 jJ . 
where 
p » Aq P + mg 6 + p2 + 2noQ p6 + m^Q 6 (3.9a) 
C = Gg 6 + E Cj 8^ + 0 (3.9b) 
Expansions analogous to Equation 3*9 can be assumed for all 
quantities but are not needed here as terms of order lower than e do not 
enter the present analysis. The main feature of the resulting system of 
equations (Equations 3.6 through 3.8) is that the lowest order terms 
predict the linear wave, since 5 is assumed to be small. The assumption 
that n is so large such that the product ri<5 remains finite is not allowed 
since then inviscid heat conducting gas would be obtained in which case 
the present procedure would not be necessary. Further, setting 
Cq = c^ = 0, &Q = 2nQQ = mg = 1, and m^Q = = 0, yields the case of an 
ideal gas with constant specific heat at constant pressure. This is the 
usual case studied. The present analysts hopes to generalize the results 
of such earlier studies. 
C. Solution of the Problem 
The construction of the solution by method of asymptotic expansions 
assumes the expansion of each field variable f as 
I 
f = (3.10) 
where the index on top denotes the order. 
First, the derivation for the generalized one-dimensional case will 
be presented and then generalized to an arbitrary wave form. For this 
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problem there Is only one velocity component denoted by u. All field 
variables are functions of the radial coordinate x, and the time, t. The 
system is now rewritten as follows: 
# ^ I;  ^  r -
,I^) . . 0 (3.11) 
9u 
9t + a 
9P 
0 ^ + "O 31 
90 
+ E ^ ^ + 2n„„p9 + m, 
 ROOF 00" GO 
+ u 3u 
17 [("0 ^ fr ^ -
+ P 
ou 
31 
(3.12) 
'^0 + - "o}" H - % ft + cjy c, + y (c q  + 1 
0 
^ &t + " G + Y =0 sf- • "(^0 ^ 32;>+ ... 37 + "T %%" 
(3.13) 
The dots denote terms of higher order which are not retained in this study 
since they have no influence on the results. Further, n = 0, 1,2 denote 
plane, cylindrical and spherical cases respectively. The medium is assumed 
isotropic, the propagation then remains isotropic under the influence of 
no external effects that may introduce anisotropy. 
The lowest order terms in the above equations determined the wave 
front, obtained most easily by the theory of characteristics or singular 
surface theory, which can be shavn to predict the normal speed of propagation 
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of the wave. However, the shape of the front can also be approximated to 
retain its initial shape (i.e. an initially spherical front will remain 
spherical) provided that the propagation is isotropic. It is worth noting 
that in the present study the velocity can be determined more easily 
through a more direct method illustrated in the material that follows. 
In order to seek a far-field description near the wave front, the 
following coordinates are Introduced. 
Here is the normal speed of propagation predicted by linear theory and 
a is a new small parameter used to stretch the time coordinate. This 
transformation (Galilean in the strict one-dimensional case) serves only 
to transfer the frame of reference to the vicinity of the wave front. It 
is In this moving reference frame that the description for the wave Is 
sought. In this system one then has 
It Is evident from Equations 3.14 and 3.15 that terms not written in 
the divergence of the stress tensor and the heat-flux vector do not 
Influence the analysis, since they remain to be of a higher order. Using 
expansions defined in Equation 3.10 and the operators defined above, 
Equations 3.11 through 3.13 become 
X « x - Ggt, T = at (3.14) 
(3.15) 
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( 3 . 1 8 )  
It is clear from the system above that the lowest order terms 
seîîsfy the following system of equations: 
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"GO 3X + IF ' 0 
0 0 0 
3u . „ 8p . 86 
-GO 37 + &0 3X + "B 3X " ° (3.19) 
"S + So) - sr + GqJIQ = 
This system can be integrated with respect to X and the condition 
that all field variables must vanish as X ->• <» can be used to obtain three 
0 0 0 
homogeneous equations for three unknowns (p, u, 0). The vanishing of the 
determinant of the coefficients of the above system defines GQ that in 
turn relates the unknowns as fo11ows: 
O Y &N(L + C„) 0 0 0 - FI, 0 
These are the same relationships that would follow had the theory of 
singular surfaces been applied to the system determined by the highest 
order terms of the system defined by Equations 3.11 through 3.13. Further, 
assignment of certain values on the coefficients appearing in Equation 3.20 
yields results corresponding to those obtained independently by Lighthill 
(30) and Moran and Shen (36), 
Proceeding to higher order terms of Equations 3.16 through 3.18, one 
1 1 1  0 0 0  
has terms with (p, u, 0) multiplied by e and terms involving (p, u, 9) 
multiplied by e, a or 6. At this point all of these terms must be of the 
same order. This similarity hypothesis is made because It gives the most 
meaningful description for the field. An assumption of E = 5 and a Is 
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not 0 ( 6 ) ,  but 0 ( 6 )  leads to a result identical with that of a plane steady 
disturbance. This means that for much larger times all wave fronts must 
ultimately become planar, a physically obvious result. It should also be 
realized that in order to retain curvature effects and time-dependence a 
should be 0(6), This result implies that no steady curved wave front is 
possible, a result which is physically obvious for a moving curved wave 
front. The hypothesis that e, 6 and a are all of the same order yields 
1  1  1  
a system of nonhomogeneous differential equations for (p, u, 6) given 
below. 
1 1 
3p 9u 
"GO 3X + 37 + L = 0' 
1 1 1 
'S 3T + IX + "O ST + M = (3-21) 
1 1 
'GO ] ~ (' + ^0) " V H VO W + " " °-
it is important to note that coefficients L, M and N are functions of 
0 0 0  
(p, u, 6) and their derivatives, and are defined In the Appendix, The 
determinant of the system given by Equation 3.19 vanishes; so, from the new 
1 1 1 
system defined above, (p, u, 0) may be eliminated. Following elimination, 
the wave structure equation results: 
# + W * =0" I? - 60 0 • 
Here and are constants depending on m^, 5.^^, m^g, n^^, Cq, 
Cj, Y and r\ and have values given in the Appendix. 
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Equation 3.22 is the generalization of the well-known Burgers's 
equation studied for the planar case, n = 0, The method used In obtaining 
this result is found to have a distinct resemblance to the procedure 
followed in obtaining the "growth equation" for a hyperbolic system using 
the theory of singular surfaces. It should further be recognized that 
this generalized form of Burgers's equation provides only the far-field 
description of the interaction of both nonllnearity and dissipation with 
the linear wave predicted by singular surface theory. It Is clear that 
the above result is one of great consequence. It alla^/s one to make use 
of the whole of wave front theory and so generalize the above results to 
either/both weak shocks or/and sonic disturbances. 
To discuss an arbitrary wave form, additional assumptions based on 
the present viewpoint are necessary. Note that the propagation considered 
here is isotropic. Successive positions of the wave front are obtained 
by erecting equal normals on the initial manifold; geometry of the front is 
at all times given by the theory of parallel surfaces. For such a case 
the rays are straight lines coincident with the normal trajectories. 
Further, the inclusion of dissipation replaces a shock front by a 
shock layer and a discontinuity surface by a discontinuity layer (a layer 
In which normal gradients are large). Thus, only normal derivatives of 
field variables need to be retained. For a weak discontinuity the 
vorticity vanishes. From Hadamard's lemma the discontinuity In the 
tangential derivative of the field variable is the same as the tangential 
derivative of the discontinuity. Finally, the jump in vorticity which Is 
tangential to the front in gasdynamlcs, varies as the square of the 
strength of the weak shock. Based on these arguments the following 
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expansions consistent with the full system may be assumed: 
0 1 2% 2^ 
u » u(X, T) + eu(X, T) + E  u + , V  •  E  V  +  . . .  
, 2  0  1  0  1  
w  «  e  w + ...» p •  p (X, T) + Ep + ..., 0 «  0 (X, T) + E6 + 
Here the normal and lines of curvature of the front are the system 
of reference with (u, v, w) the velocity components. The dependence on 
arguments for functions not shown does not affect the result; such 
functions are needed only If one proceeds to higher order terms. This 
expansion leads to a consistent sequence of problems. 
With these considerations, Equations 3.11 through 3.13 remain un­
changed except that the last of the highest order terms In Equation 3.11 
is modified to 
where x denotes the normal coordinate; (1, hj, h^) are the metric 
coefficients for an orthogonal system defined by the normal and two 
tangential directions along the principal lines of curvature of the wave 
front. 
For a system of parallel surfaces these are given by 
a - I; log hgh. (3.23) 
h J » Hj(l + KjX), hg = Hgtl + Kgx), (3.24) 
where are the initial values of the metric and Kj, Kg are the 
principal curvatures of the initial manifold. Proceeding as before, the 
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final result remains the same as Equation 3.22. It Is Interesting to note 
that for a general wave front It Is the nature of the Initial manifold 
at a point that determines whether propagation along the normal at that 
point Is planar, cylindrical or spherical. The nature of propagation is 
dictated not by the magnitudes but by the ratio of the principal curvatures 
only. The Interpretations for different values of n may also be given 
as follows; n • 0 if Kj « « 0 or Kj + • 0; n = 1 If or are 
zero; and n = 2 if neither nor vanish and are of the same sign. 
These conclusions are valid If and only If the ratio [K^/Kg! is of order 
unity. It follows then that such an analysis is no longer valid for 
studies in the vicinity of caustics. No attempt Is made to pursue such 
a study at the present time. 
D. Discussion of the Results 
Under a trivial transformation introduced In the Appendix, Equation 
3.22 reduces to the form 
If ^ <3-25) 
This equation is the generalized centrosymmetrIc form of Burgers's 
equation, the study of which is postponed to a later chapter. It is 
clear that except for the case of n = 0, no steady solution exists. 
Further, it shall be shown that only for certain particular cases does 
a self-similar solution exist. These cases shall be discussed in greater 
detail later. 
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E. Con eluding Rema rks 
The central purpose of this study has been to develop a method of 
dealing with the effects of weak diffusion and non linearity on an 
arbitrary wave front. By employing an appropriate expansion procedure 
that gives a perturbation about a linear invlscid wave, it has been 
shown that all of the methods of ray theory and singular surface theory 
can be used. The final "structure" equation given by Equation 3.25 is a 
generalization of the one-dimensional Burgers's equation reducing to the 
well-known form for the planar case, where n = 0. it should also be 
noted that for the general case the magnitudes of initial curvatures play 
no role in the far-field result. Only their orders and signs decide the 
nature of the wave, Identified with the generalized one-dimensional cases. 
The reduction to linear form of this more general structure equation is 
not possible except for the strict one-dimenstonal case of n » 0. No 
steady-state solution can be found for the general case either. Taylor's 
solution is valid only for the case of n = 0. Certain self-similar 
solutions however, can be found. 
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IV. DIFFUSIVE WAVES IN MAGNETOGASDYNAMICS 
A. Introduction 
The object of the study in this chapter is to extend the results of 
the previous chapter (gasdynamics) to an analogous problem in magnetogas-
dynamics. In such an extension, it is important to realize the differences 
regarding the basic features of wave propagation in the two situations. 
The first point to be noted is that this work is limited from the 
cutset to the so-called "magnetogasdynamic approximation" of the basic 
equations. The Implications of these equations have been widely discussed 
in the literature and can also be found in a text by Pal (48). Charge 
accumulation, displacement, and Hall currents are neglected. The electric 
field is then given in terms of the magnetic field, implying that the 
magnetic field is the only extra field variable appearing in the problem. 
The new system is Galilean invariant. The effect of the electromagnetic 
field and mechanical variables is lumped into a body force (Lorentz 
force) term appearing in the basic equations. An additional equation 
defining the magnetic induction vector completes the system. 
The basic difference with the gasdynamical situation in respect to 
wave propagation consists of not only the multiplicity of waves possible 
in the medium but also the anisotropy of propagation. There exist three 
types of waves; the fast, the Alfven, and the slew. The Alfven is the 
wave with the Intermediate speed of propagation. The normal speed of each 
depends on the direction of the normal to the wave front, reflected 
through the anisotropy. Multiplicity of waves is a feature also shared 
by elasticity; however, in Isotropic elasticity, waves are characterized 
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as either dllatational or shear, and It Is fairly easy to stipulate 
initial conditions that generate a single mode. The slow and fast waves 
of magnetogasdynamics cannot be so characterized; each Is accompanied by 
both vorticity and expansion of the medium. Whether there exist ways of 
accomplishing a different analogous characterization still remains unknown. 
Initial conditions that would produce a single mode have not yet been 
determined. 
The linear gasdynamical wave, having been extensively studied, belongs 
to the classic type. However, integration of the corresponding magnetogas­
dynami cal problem Is quite Involved, and the only work which completes 
the full Integration seems to be that of Weltzner (71, 72). Even his study 
is limited to the two-dimensional problem, and the Integration Is completed 
in terms of roots of a quartic, which makes It difficult to clearly 
visualize the field. One can infer qualitative features because powerful 
asymptotic methods have been developed in the last decade as studies by 
Lighthill (30), Ludwig (33) and Duff (10) would indicate. They provide 
a somewhat limited but clearer picture of the ultimate evolution of a 
wave form. These asymptotic methods describe only the far-field picture 
and are limited to linear problems and to the vicinity of the wave front. 
Such limited Information is also available from ray theory developed in 
a study by Bazer and Fieischman (1). The same approach has been extended 
to nonlinear problems in studies undertaken by Narlboli (40, 4l), Nariboll 
and Juneja (43) and Narlboli and Ranga Rao (44). These studies are of 
course limited to the nondlsslpative and nondispersIve phenomena. 
The view adopted throughout this work is to study waves of small but 
finite amplitude In the presence of dissipation and dispersion. The 
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present method definitely provides a technique for the study of such waves. 
One must follow the wave front and develop boundary-layer expansions which 
reflect the physical assumption that variations across the front are much 
larger than those along the front. As in the case of other studies that 
Follow, such a programme is not completed in this work. 
Even in the case oF magnetogasdynamics examples do exist where 
anisotropy neither appears nor affects the development of an asymptotic 
expansion. Such a situation clearly arises in the case where the magnetic 
field is perpendicular to the flow. The problem in such a case is 
essentially analogous to that of gasdynamics, and a number of studies 
exist where this situation is exploited to the advantage of a complete 
study. Such a condition can only be satisfied for the cylindrical wave 
front with an axial field or a planar wave with a transverse field, as 
studies by Bhutani (2) and Kanwal (24) do indeed indicate. 
Several limitations imposed by such a study must be noted. Firstly, 
these can be problems where only a single spatial variable is involved. 
Even if the initial manifold is assumed to be symmetric (i.e. spherical) 
there is no guarantee that the wave front will subsequently remain such 
for all time. This was indicated by Courant and Hilbert (B). The problem 
must then be treated as a two- or a three-dimensional one. The only 
studies carried out thus far are for weak discontinuities by Nariboli (40) 
and for strong discontinuities by Sedov (57). The front may further 
develop cusps in the vicinity of which special methods are then needed to 
investigate the nature of the resulting waves. For the linear non-
dissipative problem such studies do exist but for the nonlinear problem, 
there do not appear to be any at all. 
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Equations of one-dimensional magnetogasdynamies share with those of 
gasdynamics a number of features first pointed out by Friedrichs, He showed 
the system to be a reducible one. Therefore, simple waves and Riemann 
Invariants do exist as confirmed in a study by Bohachevsky (4). Application 
of methods first used by Lighthi11 (31) for the case of gasdynamics should 
also be possible here, and it is indeed tempting to study viscous shocks in 
magnetogasdynamics. However an approach based on this method gets quite 
involved because of the complicated form of the invariants. A recent study 
by Secrest (55) verifies this fact. As will be evident from the present 
study, the method of asymptotic expansions leads to quite a manageable 
problem without the difficulties encountered in earlier studies. 
Elastic waves in an unbounded medium are nondlspersive. Dispersion 
arises only in the presence of finite boundaries. The basic mechanism of 
dispersion is the reflection from the free boundaries. In the presence 
of the Hall effect, dispersion exists in magnetogasdynamics even in the 
absence of any boundaries. So it Is tempting to study the problem of 
dispersive, dissipative waves in magnetogasdynamics by the use of methods 
developed here. The basic limitation to one-dimensional problems, 
which has been an important feature of the present study, excludes such 
a study. Since the Hall current effect is basically three-dimensional, 
no model of a one-dimensional study can incorporate such an effect. 
Therefore, the study in this chapter is limited to dissipative effects 
only. 
The more common dissipative mechanisms in magnetogasdynamics are 
viscosity, heat conduction and electrical conduction, that leads to Joule 
heating. Neglect of viscosity leads to a hyperbolic system; therefore. 
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allowing all waves to be studied through the use of singular surface 
theory as indicated in papers by Nariboli and Secrest (45), Secrest and 
Nariboli (56), and also by Coleman et al. (6), The main role of 
dissipation is played by viscosity which is taken to be nonvanishlng. 
Further the ratios of other diffusivities viz, coefficients of heat 
conductivity and resistivity are arbitrary. If any one of these is 
negligible, the results remain basically the same. Only the effective 
dissipation coefficient that appears in the final result needs to be 
re interpreted. 
Thus, the choice of the problem studied here, which Is made on the 
basis of mathematical simplicity, is to show: i) effect of dissipation 
on plane slow, fast and Alfven waves; ii) effect of dissipation on a 
cylindrical wave when the magnetic field is parallel to the generators 
of the cylinder. This, of course, leads to Burgers's equation for 
magnetogasdynamics. This equation is known to define the far-field 
description of the structure of the wave. 
Because the study is restricted to weak disturbances, the assumptions 
made in gasdynamics with regards to isentropic motion and irrotational Ity 
are also valid here. The approach used in the study Is identical to the 
one in gasdynamics. The procedure involves an expansion about the linear 
wave. This expansion procedure already suggests weak non linearity, 
dissipation, and dispersion. As in gasdynamics the lowest order terms 
define the linear problem in a classical sense. The remaining terms 
appearing In the field equations are premultiplled by numerous small 
parameters characterizing the physical problem. These parameters are 
identified as the expansion parameter e, the reciprocal of Reynolds 
number 6, the reciprocal of the magnetic Reynolds number 6^, and the time-
stretch parameter a, all defined in the order that they appear. 
With all of the above four "smal1" parameters (in gasdynamics there 
were only three) present, it is clear that the next highest order set of 
equations resulting shall greatly depend upon the orders of these terms. 
Since the concern of the present study is to obtain results that are as 
general as possible, It is evident that this can only be achieved through 
an appropriate similarity hypothesis that assumes all of the smallness 
parameters to be of the same order yielding a structure for the wave. 
As stated above certain physical parameters appear in the problem, 
in particular the viscous and magnetic Reynolds numbers. This necessitates 
that a typical length be defined. In the problem of gasdynamics this length 
was Identified with the viscous length (v'/ag). In magnetogasdynamics 
an analogous choice may be taken to be the ratio of the magnetic 
diffusivity to the sonic velocity (v^/a^) as the typical length. This is 
a reasonable choice because in conjunction it is also assumed that the 
variation in the field variables is very slow and over long distances. 
This implies that the viscosity is important but not a dominant factor 
since the viscous Reynolds number is large. Further, the magnetic 
Reynolds number Is also assumed to be large because again the distortion 
In the field occurs very slowly and over large distances. Since both of 
these Reynolds numbers are large, their reciprocals must be small. 
Thus, 6 and 5^ are indeed small, a condition necessary for the present 
analysis to be val id. 
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B. Basic Equations and Formulation of the Problem 
A weak disturbance is initiated into a uniform homogeneous isotropic 
gas at rest subjected to a uniformly applied transverse magnetic field. 
The gas is characterized by diffusive mechanisms such as viscosity, 
thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity. 
The basic equations that follow are those of magnetogasdynamics, 
They differ from those of gasdynamics In that they take into account the 
presence of an externally applied magnetic field. In the development of 
these field equations both Maxwell's equations and the field equations of 
fluid dynamics have been utilized. 
It Is important to note that Maxwell equations are Lorentz Invariant. 
The equations of fluid dynamics are Galilean invariant. In order to 
obtain a set of Galilean invariant constitutive laws that define a 
magnetogasdynamics model of a continuum certain assumptions must be made. 
First, it Is assumed that the "displacement current" is negligibly 
small, thus, reducing Maxwell's equations to pre-Maxwell equations that 
formalized electromagnetic field theory before Maxwell introduced the 
notion of a displacement current. Second, the induced current due to 
moving charges is also neglected since no charge accumulation is 
permitted in the medium treated here. Based on these assumptions one 
obtains the standard equations of magnetogasdynamics discussed In the 
literature by Kullkovskiy and Lyubimov (27) and Pal (48). 
The basic field equations are the same as those found in gasdynamics 
but in a modified form. In the momentum equation an additional body 
force appears resulting from the presence of the external magnetic field. 
The conservation of energy Is also somev/hat modified where additional 
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diffusive terms such as Joule heating and work terms resulting from 
magnetic forces make their appearance. The conservation of mass equation 
remains unchanged. Finally, the magnetic induction equation that results 
from Ampere's and Faraday's laws describes the variation of the magnetic 
As in gasdynamics, with the exception of the velocity, all field 
variables may be rewritten in terms of their Initial state. Again, as in 
the previous chapter, a typical length LQ Is introduced. All lengths are 
measured in terms of it. Time Is in units of Lg/a^. All transformations 
are the same as those defined earlier (gasdynamic problem). With the 
introduction of some additional terms the field equations may now be 
rewritten In the following form: 
field 
+ (p' v{ ) . = 0 (4.1) 
(4.2) 
j*' + . H I  .  -  H !  .  H i  IJ ' .J I .J J j (4.3) 
TT- + v'. H! . - H' v! . + ill vl . = 6 H'. . . 
dt J I ,J J i,J I J,J m i.JJ 
(4.4) 
H ' .  .  =  0  (4.5) 
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The basic equations are similar to those of gasdynamics with the exception 
of additional terms that appear and may be interpreted as 
As In gasdynamics all the field variables are defined in the same way. 
The new dimension less quantities that appear are: the magnetic 
permeability; a', the electrical conductivity; and H!, the magnetic 
Induction vector. Further, it Is assumed that Is a function of 
temperature only. This is a consequence of statistical mechanics and 
shall not be pursued any further. Assuming all of the physical variables 
to be expandable as il lustrated by Equation 3,5 and also assuming these 
same variables to be functions of only the radial coordinate x and the 
time t with the additional restriction that the magnetic field be totally 
axial, one may now write 
H| = (0, 0, H'(x, t)) where H' « 1 + e H(x, t) 
and = l+ey^;a' » I + e o  
Following substitution into Equations 4.1 through 4.4 yields 
6 "•| I , , the reciprocal of magnetic Reynolds number 
^eo ^o'-o 
m 
m 
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2 3H 9u . 3u 3H 
+ H ^ + pu 1^ !> - 6t (4.7) 
fit (c + G) " It ^ jj (p|t + " &r) (: c + ej + Y I7 ce - u II 
- 2 J 3 
+ Y e < pu ^ (c + e) + P (Ij. + u Ij-j cej 
[ ( '  +  c k )  x "  i i ]  > + " ' « M S |eT (4.8) 
« m l l i  < ^ - 3 >  
where 
>0 + 2) + =("0^ + 2w)> &< 3? + 2%. (4.10) 
All of the field equations have been written for the general centrosymmetric 
or one-dimensional form. Here, the only admissible values for n are 0 
or 1 but not 2. 
Further, p and c are defined by the same relationship as given by 
Equation 3.9 of the previous chapter. It Is clear from the equations above 
that the lowest order terms lead to results predicted by the 
linear problem. With the additional assumption that the physical 
parameters 6 and 6^ are small and of the same order, the analysis yields 
results comparable to but not as general as those obtained In gasdynamics 
The construction of the solution is achieved by introducing an 
asymptotic expansion procedure for each one of the field variables as 
defined In Equation 3.10. Unlike the case of gasdynamics, the result 
obtained here Is not as general. It Is valid for cylIndrîcally 
symmetric, n = 1, or planar, n • 0 geometries. In both Instances the 
applied field is assumed to be transverse to the direction of propagation 
It is a well known fact that for such geometries the propagation remains 
isotropic despite the presence of the external magnetic field. Earlier 
studies indicate that such a problem Is identical with that of pure 
gasdynamics with a modified equation of state. 
With the above terms defined, it Is clear that after retaining only 
those terms affecting the analysis the resulting equations may then be 
written in the following form: 
C, Solution of the Problem 
^00 ^ * ^"oo "'oo ® 
(4.12) 
5Û 
!" '=0 + ^ - "c) IR - *0 3%- + C, + irtcg + I) 
?t + " 3rjG + Y Cg §1- - -k •" "o ^1!" + ---
(4.13) 
Restricting the analysis to only the far-field description near the 
wave front, the following transformation is introduced: X = x - G^t. 
This is a new frame of reference located at the wave front and translating 
with the linear speed G^. The transformation T = at allows one to 
consider the far-field description since the small parameter a stretches 
the time variable. The derivatives may then be shown to transform as 
fol lows : 
3 S 3 _ 3 3 1 a , n r 
 ^ = "E" ' 7t = -%! ?x + * ?T : IT " -G-r + ) 
Performing the appropriate expansions and transformations on 
Equations 4.11 through 4.l4 yields 
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I Ix 
9u 
3x SX (pujj 
"[4 
nu 
V 
+  0 ( e )  =  0  (4.15) 
I It * Ix ("o p ®) If- + c-j-Gi T%r + 3F (*o p + "o®) 
+ ni 
1 
2 3H 
§T + & (^00 + :"oo P® + "00 + " i? - P <^1 It 
+ ") 3% |^ + If " *("0 + 2) + O(G^) 
(4.16) 
1 
30 
15X " •" ^o' " "o ' H + G| *0 3x + e j-G,|| - (, + c )^ . 
1 
„ 3d 3 / ° 2  °° o_\ 0 a / 0 o\ 
+ G, *0 37 + G, 2%. (&00 P + p9 + 6 j -u + m^ej 
"=1 & ''o + =|' ®j' + " + Co' TF - ST (%o P + »o ') 
- (SN  ^  ^ + G(£ )^ = 0 
AX"^ 
(4.17) 
0 
9H 
1 3X 
0 
3u 
3X + : < -G, ST + 3? + Ix (" - 6 
3'H 
+ 0(6^) (4.18) 
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It is clear from the above system that the lowest order terms result 
in the following system of homogeneous differential equations that can be 
solved for , 
-G, 15 + Ir " ° 
0 
du 
0 
36 
0 
2 3H 
*0 3x - G, 3Y + "o 37 + 3x 
G, *0 SX - Y (I + Cq) 
= 0 
—— = 0 
0 0 
8u .  3H 
3x - G, ?x 
(4.19) 
In a similar fashion as outlined In the Appendix it is found that 
2 
o o oO 00 G. - 0 0 0 
= GQ + m , u = Gj p, 0 = ^ p, H = p (4.20) 
2 
where GQ is defined by Equation 3.20 of the previous chapter. 
Proceeding to the next to lowest order terms results in a system of 
nonhomogeneous partial differential equations. However, the terms are 
premultiplled by one of the four smallness parameters present In the 
problem, 6, 6^, e or a. In order to be able to study the interaction of 
all the diffuslvities with the nonlinearity effects, while not restricting 
the discussion to the steady problem. It seems reasonable to introduce 
a similarity hypothesis that assumes all of these parameters to be of the 
same order. Such an assumption leads to the following system of 
nonhomogeneous differential equations: 
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1 1 
3p . 3u 
('1.21) 
-G, Sx + 37 + L, = 0 
^1 ^0 ?X '  ^1 <Y (J + CQ^ " "'of 3T + "l 
33r " G, 3Y + P, 
The coefficients Lp and are defined in the Appendix. It 
0 0 
is of interest to note that these same quantities are functions of (p, u, 
0  0  1 1 1 1  
6, H). Following the elimination of the unknown variables (p, u, 0, H) 
1 1 1 1  
and with the assumption that as X becomes vet-y largè, (p, u, 6, H) approach 
zero In the limit. The above system determines the equation describinn 
the structure. 
0 ° .2° 
+ " Sx - G, --5- ('1.22) 
where and g^ have values given In the Appendix. It is clear that the 
present analysis Is valid only for the case of Isotropic wave propagation, 
a condition already discussed extensively. Thus, Equation 4.22 Is only a 
valid description of the "structure" for values of n corresponding to 
either cylindrical, n = 1, or planar, n = 0 wave fronts. It is also quite 
obvious that under the assumption of no magnetic field the systems above 
reduce from those of four equations to those of three equations and yield 
results identical with those of gasdynamlcs. 
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Equation 4.22 is indeed the generalization of Burgers's equation as 
applied to isotropic wave propagation in magnetogasdynamîcs. It provides 
the structure for the far-field description clearly indicating the 
influence of dissipation and nonlinearity upon the linear wave, it is 
clear that this result is quite invaluable because it presents a more 
realistic picture of the wave and its behavior. There are restrictions, 
of course, because of the far-field assumption as well as the assumption 
that the disturbance creating the wave is small. Further, all of the 
dissipative mechanisms are assumed to be of the same order. Therefore, 
they influence the "structure" to the same degree. This fact is built 
into the assumption of the particularly chosen "similarity hypothesis". 
It is evident that the above result cannot be generalized to an 
arbitrary wave front as was true In the case of gasdynamics. However, it 
is also evident that by using the theory of rays the problem may be 
generalized to an arbitrary wave front. In such a case, however, the 
anisotropy would be in evidence because the normal speed of propagation 
would no longer be constant but would depend on the relative orientation 
of the normal to that of the externally applied magnetic field. This more 
general case of anisotropic homogeneous wave propagation is not considered 
in the present study and is left for later work. 
D. Discussion of the Results 
Although most of the discussion is left to Chapter VIII, it Is 
obvious (as was noted in gasdynamics) that Equation 4.22 admits no steady 
solution for n » I, the only nonzero value of n admissible in the present 
study. Further, another Interesting feature exhibited by the result is 
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In the apparent interaction of the curvature with the magnetic field. 
Such a feature has never been brought out in any of the earlier studies. 
It is the first time that a result of such consequence has ever been 
obtained. This result il lustrates the interaction that exists between 
the geometric and the physical (magnetic) effects. This effect was not 
observed In gasdynamics, indicating that the presence of the magnetic 
field not only affects the normal speed of propagation but also modifies 
the structure of the wave in a manner more radical than would have been 
expected. The magnetic field appears to modify both the curvature and 
the diffusive terms. This was not the case in gasdynamics. 
E. Concluding Remarks 
The purpose of the present study has been to extend all ideas 
presented In gasdynamics to Isotropic propagation problems of magneto-
gasdynamlcs. Since the study Is concerned only with isotropic propagation 
all results obtained in this chapter are valid only for cylindrical or 
planar fronts. Only for these two geometries can the magnetic field be 
totally axial (for a cylindrical front) or transverse (for the planar 
front), a condition necessary for the propagation to be isotropic. 
Using the same procedure followed in the problem of gasdynamics 
Equation 4.22 Is found to describe the structure of the wave. It is a 
generalized form of Burgers's equation as applied to isotropic propagation 
In magnetogasdynamlcs. It describes the structure of the wave in the 
far-field clearly indicating the influence of dissipation and nonlinear!ty 
upon the linear Inviscid wave. 
Indeed Equation 4.22 Is found to exhibit a fundamental difference 
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when compared to the result of gasdynamics. The former indicates an 
interaction between the curvature and the magnetic field. This is indeed 
a startling result not found in the literature. 
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V. PROPAGATION OF WAVES IN AN INFINITE VISCOELASTIC MEDIUM 
A. Introduction 
It is the purpose of the present chapter to generalize the methods 
employed in the last two chapters, to a solid medium. Such an analysis 
appears to be totally lacking in the literature. Indeed, all studies to 
this point are restricted to nonsolid continua. The present study hopes 
to extend the same methods to an infinite, isotropic, homogeneous, 
unstrained viscoelastic solid. By a viscoelastic material Is meant a 
solid that possesses a certain amount of rigidity characteristic of solids 
while at the same time it flows and dissipates energy through internal 
frictîonal losses characteristic of viscous fluids. The constitutive law, 
as quoted from Eringen (12), clearly indicates that the stress is both a 
function of the strain as well as the deformation rate. 
It will be clear from the results that follow that the generality of 
the expansion procedure as presented here again allows one to use all of 
the ideas of ray theory and of singular surfaces to characterize the 
dominant wave despite the fact that no real characteristics exist. This 
shall be accomplished through the introduction of an appropriate physically 
realizable similarity hypothesis, that has already been shown to be very 
crucial to the study. 
Bland (3) has indicated that one of the most interesting although 
most difficult problems yet to be solved is that of shock structure. 
Although his study was restricted to that of large deformation elasticity 
where no structure exists, he observed that just as in a fluid a viscosity 
is required to define a structure and so in a solid the same effect should 
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also be required. He conjectured that if methods analogous to those used 
by Lighthill (31) in reference to fluids are. used a structure would indeed 
result. This of course may be a logical procedure; however, the 
mathematical complications that arise may be too difficult to unravel. 
For this reason a more straightforward method is used. It avoids all the 
physical arguments necessary but does provide physically meaningful 
results already Indicated In the preceding chapters. 
As no known studies for the structure of waves In solids have yet 
been made, It is felt that the present analysis shall provide a very 
significant contribution to the study of nonsteady waves where the effects 
of diffusion, nonllnearlty and possibly that of dispersion are present. 
The results so obtained are only valid in a far-field sense. 
Numerous studies have been devoted to wave propagation in solids; 
however all such studies have been restricted to nondlsslpatlve materials. 
Thomas (63) has used singular surface theory to study sonic waves 
resulting from a weak disturbance in a perfectly elastic (linear) 
infinite continuum. His results were in complete agreement with those 
already predicted by the classical theory of elasticity. Unlike 
gasdynamics, where only one mode of propagation is possible, in elasticity, 
two waves are possible. These are classified as the dilatational and 
the rotational waves. Narlboli (42) extended this analysis to other 
types of solids where certain anlsotroples were evident. 
Bland (3) has extended the study to nonlinear elasticity and has 
discussed shocks using the characteristics approach and the similarity 
approach and has compared the results thus obtained. His study did not 
discuss the structure as the medium was Infinite and free of any diffusive 
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mechanisms. Bland restricted his discussion to only the dilatational wave. 
He showed that the resulting shock may either be compress i ve or tens île. 
The type of shock that may result in an elastic solid depends upon the 
relative magnitudes of some of the coefficients that appear in the 
constitutive equation. The discussion of the shock is not of importance 
here; however, it Is interesting to note whether or not the disturbance 
will grow. Further observations regarding the shear wave can also be 
made. The results obtained here seem to indicate that at least in an 
unstrained medium the shear wave does not grow. 
In formulating the general principles which form the basis of the 
present method It Is to be noted that this study Is limited to weak 
shocks or waves of small but finite amplitude. These are obtained by 
perturbation about the wave front of the linearized problem, A small 
disturbance Is Initiated at a point of a medium; its initial evolution Is 
governed by the linearized problem, the solution of which gives the Inner 
solution. As the disturbance propagates It grows and terminates into a 
shock in absence of any dissipation. When dissipation is present, there 
is a competition between the nonlinearity which tends to sharpen or steepen 
the wave front Into a shock and dissipation which tends to flatten or 
smoothen the discontinuity. Ultimately a balance is reached between the 
two mechanisms. It Is this far-field solution that Is the main concern 
of the present study. Although the complete description Is obtained by 
matching the Inner solution of the linearized problem to the far-field 
(outer) solution of the nonlinear problem, the present study Is only 
concerned with the asymptotic nature of disturbance as described by the 
far-field solution. This solution Interpreted as the structure is found 
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to exhibit a certain universal character. 
From the above physical considerations, the governing differential 
system is written in a non-dimensional form such that all of the 
dissipât!ve terms that appear in the system are multiplied by a parameter 
assumed to be small. In the present context where consideration Is 
limited only to "rate-type" viscoelastic materials this small parameter 
is identified as the reciprocal of Reynolds number. This Is the physical 
built In parameter, in order to bring out the Idea of weak or small 
non linearities all physical variables are expanded In series of another 
small parameter. Finally, to assert that all considerations are for the 
far-field, a coordinate system Is Introduced to shift attention to the 
wave front and a stretched time Is used to obtain the description In the 
asymptotic sense. Inspection of the field equations shows that the 
lowest order terms define a system of homogeneous differential equations 
that depict the linear classical problem of elasticity. All other terms 
that appear in the field equations are found to be of a higher order, a 
condition necessary for the analysis to reflect small non 1inearities and 
diffuslvities. Introducing at this stage an appropriate similarity 
hypothesis that relates all of the smallness parameters to an inner 
parameter (I.e. Reynolds number) leads to results believed to be new In 
the literature and Identified as Burgers's equation. 
Burgers's equation appears here again In a more generalized form. 
It provides the description for the structure of the weak nonlinear wave 
and generalizes the results to more than one dimension. Although the 
method holds for an arbitrary wave front, attention Is here limited to 
symmetric cases only. In particular two modes of propagation are to be 
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discussed. For the dilatational wave the results obtained are valid for 
the generalized one-dimensional case (I.e. planar, cylindrical or spherical 
fronts). The shear wave results are not as general. They are found to be 
valid only for planar or cylindrical but not spherical fronts. 
B. Basic Equations and Formulation of the Problem 
Viscoelastic materials may be either of the rate-type or memory-type. 
The present approach is applicable to any material of the rate-type, 
attention is in particular restricted to a Volgt material. Eringen (12) 
has discussed it extensively In his text. The basic field equations that 
are valid for all continua are; the continuity equation, the equations 
of motion and the equation of energy. The type of waves discussed here 
can be taken to be Isentropic and so the energy equation may be totally 
disregarded in the present study. 
The assumption of isentropic motion demands that all thermodynamic 
processes be reversible and adiabatlc. To begin with, any system that 
undergoes such changes experiences no change In its entropy, since by 
definition the heat absorbed In such a process Is zero. The inclusion 
of thermodynamic effects can be done trivially but the material constants 
that appear In the final result are then subject to appropriate 
interpretation. To avoid this,the study simplifies the analysis by 
assuming the motion to be Isentropic. 
Inspection of the constitutive equation given In Equation 5.3 consists 
essentially of two parts, the elastic part and the viscous part. This 
Is consistent with the definition of a viscoelastic material; a material 
that exhibits both a certain amoynt of rigidity characteristic of elastic 
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solids and frictional losses characteristic of viscous fluids. 
The nondimensionalized form of the field equations supplemented by 
an appropriate constitutive law for an isotropic, homogeneous, viscoelast 1c 
medium (where only as many terms as necessary have been retained) may be 
written as follows: 
p' " (1 - 26' + iitp' - (5.1) 
' i j.J " P' s; '  '5.2) 
and 
t ' l j =» (X0* + Xj6'^ + &(p')61j + (2u + 2m6')e!j + 4p ejj^ e|J,j 
+  6  ^  (  X  "9' + R  9')ô.j + 2m ÏÏ' e|j + (2 F  + 2 ^8')d! J >  (5.3) 
where 0', 9', i|j ' are the invariants of the Eulerian strain tensor ejj and 
, 9' , T' are the same corresponding invariants of the Eulerian 
deformation rate tensor dl., where 
"J 
:  *!j " ":,j + "j.i ""k.i "k,j . 2 dij - v;,j + vj,; 
(5.4) 
ÏÏT + "l,j " TT + v;,j 
3u} 9v! 
I  . . . I  I  .  I _  »  
^0 
and S = '|. ' Is analogous to the reciprocal of Reynolds number. 
Pq "-0 
The above equations are written In Cartesian tensor notation to save 
space. Density Is non-dlmenslonalized with respect to its value PQ in 
the ambient medium which is assumed to be uniform, undeformed and at rest. 
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Stresses are measured In units of an elastic modulus whose value may 
vary with each Individual problem. All lengths are measured with respect 
to some typical (characteristic) length LQ, The ratio of elastic modulus 
to density provides a speed a^ where a^ = (MQ/PQ). Time is measured In 
units of (LQ/BQ). Viscosities are measured in units of a standard 
viscosity Î Iq. It Is now possible to define a viscous length In much the 
same fashion as Is done in fluids; its value is (Pq/Pq Sg). Its ratio 
with the characteristic length Is the reciprocal of Reynolds number. 
The requirement that LQ is large compared to the viscous length indicates 
where the solution Is valid. 
Further, X and u are the bulk and shear modulii associated with the 
intrinsic elastic behavior of the material while T and y, are the bulk 
and shear viscosities associated with the viscous behavior of the medium. 
It Is this viscous behavior that allows one to Introduce a viscous length 
and consequently a Reynolds number as defined above. 
The study presented here Is restricted totally to the discussion of 
homogeneous Isotropic wave propagation. Further, the waves considered 
are limited to the dllatational ones for all of the three geometries 
(planar, cylindrical, and spherical). Discussion of the shear wave is 
devoted only to the cylindrical and planar cases. Equation 5.2 may now 
be rewritten In component form (for the generalized centro-symmetric case) 
as follows; with the understanding that n = 2 and m = -1 corresponds to 
spherical symmetry, n • 1 and m = 0 to cylindrical symmetry while n = 0 
and m « 0 corresponds to the planar case, 
3t' n(t' -t' ) 
^ = P' a. (5.5) 
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3t' t ' 
+ (2n + m) " p' a' (5.6) 
X "z 
+ (n - m) = p' a' (5.7) 
Clearly Equation 5.6 is taken to describe circumferential shear waves 
for cylindrical geometry. Further, the coordinate system is such that x 
denotes the normal and y, z are the tangents to the principal lines of 
curvature. 
The "smallness" of the disturbance may now be expressed as follo-zs; 
2 2 U Î  =  e u . ;  e î  .  =  e  e . .  +  e  E . .  ;  d ! .  =  e  d . .  +  e  D . .  
1 I '  i j IJ IJ i j IJ IJ 
t! . = e t. , + T. . + eô T. . ; p' a', = e a. + A. (5.8) 
IJ IJ IJ IJ I I I 
6 '  =  e 6  +  ,  9 '  =  =  G ? + E 6 ®  
These quantities are defined in the Appendix as required and terms of 
2 lower order than e are never written since they do not affect the problem. 
Clearly, Equations 5.5 through 5.7 may be rewritten In a more familiar form, 
e ^ (X + 2y) u. J J - ii(curl curl u). - a. > + e^(T. . . - A.) 
J »J' ' ' I 'J »J ' 
+ 5e T, . . + ... = 0 (5.9) 
' J » J 
The first bracketed quantity is recognized to be the governing equation 
for the 1inear elastic problem. The additional terms arise from the 
nonlineari ties and di ffusi vi ties inherent in the problem. 
Equation 5.9 may now be written in component form. 
^2 ^ \ I r° d u . n d u  L  r  /  
+  E S *  
3T 3T 
r  -
(5.10a) 
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As noted earlier consideration here Is limited to dilatational waves 
for spherical, cylindrical and planar cases and to shear waves for only 
the cylindrical and planar cases. In the coordinates Introduced later 
to describe the vicinity of the front for a stretched time the term x 
2 
w i l l  t u r n  o u t  t o  b e  o f  0 ( a  )  w h e r e  a  i s  t h e  t i m e  s t r e t c h  p a r a m e t e r .  T h e  
shear wave described by Equations 5.10b and 5.10c will then lead to 
identical results. 
C. Solution of the Problem 
The construction of the solution is by the method of asymptotic 
expansion where each variable f is expanded as 
f = f + e f + 0{eh (5.11) 
Again as before the Index on top denotes the order. 
The derivation as presented here is only applicable to the generalized 
one-dimensional problem. Two modes of propagation are discussed in depth. 
The dilatational wave is attempted first followed by the rotational wave. 
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1. DHatatîonal wave 
A dilatational wave Is a longitudinal irrotational wave that may be 
either compressive or tensile. In order to study such wave motion an 
appropriate form for the expansion of the displacement components must 
first be assumed. Considering first the complete set of equations given 
by Equations 5.10a through 5.10c one can see that a pure dilatational wave 
c a n  e x i s t  w i t h o u t  g i v i n g  r i s e  t o  t r a n s v e r s e  d i s p l a c e m e n t s .  A s  w i l l  b e  
seen later such an assumption is not possible For a rotational 
cylindrically symmetric shear wave. Thus it is a consistent admissible 
assumption to take circumferential and transverse displacements for a 
cylinder or the two transverse displacements for a plane to be zero when 
discussing the dilatational wave. The radial component is the only 
nonvanishing component of displacement and is given by: 
0 1 
u  =  u  +  E  u  +  . . .  ( 5 . 1 2 )  
No further terms are required in the expansion procedure as shall be 
seen from the material that follows. Now in order to simplify the analyis, 
it is found more suitable to work in a frame of reference located at the 
wave front and travelling with the wave velocity G^. This can be 
accomplished by Introducing the transformation, X = x - G^t. Now to seek 
a far-field description as indeed is the desire of the present study a 
time-stretch parameter a is introduced through, T = at. It is In this 
frame of reference that the description for the structure is sought. In 
this new reference frame the pertinent operators and curvatures can be 
expressed as follows; 
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3  3 9  r  3  . . .  a  1  1  a .  n , _ 2 \  
^ 7' k + Ggt = cgr + 0(o ) 
(5.13) 
Applying Equations 5.12 and 5.13 it is true that 
0 1 
^ij ° ^ij *  ^  T;j + ... 
and (5.14) 
^Ij ° Tjj + e + ... 
It is also true that terms of order higher than e contribute nothing 
to the analysis. Thus only the pertinent components are defined in the 
Appendix. This shall become more evident when the similarity hypothesis 
so crucial to this study Is Introduced. Thus far nothing has been said 
with regards to the three important smallness parameters that appear in 
the present problem; the orders of magnitude of 6, e and a shall prove to 
be of some Importance for our results to have any physical significance. 
Upon transforming the equation of motion defined by Equations 5.10a, 
5.10b and 5.10c and after substituting for the displacements defined In 
Equation 5.12 one observes that the only ncnvanlshlng result Is given by; 
E< + 2^ - "^o) IT + 2 % w + ••• 
+ + 2y - ^ - X - 2y + Am + 8p) 
- £ <5 1 + 2y j —y + ... f = 0 , (5.15) 
where dots denote missing terms of higher order. 
The imposition of the similarity hypothesis e = a = 0(6) demands that 
all coefficients of e vanish identically. Terms of order e then lead to 
GQ « X + 2y (5.16a) 
It Is to be noted that this Implies; that in addition to the 
assumption of a nonvanlshing amplitude defined by e, the second derivative 
of u in the transformed system is also nonvanishing. These conditions 
are implied for a non-trivial solution. Thus as in other cases the 
lowest order terms determine the normal speed of propagation. Terms 
next in order of magnitude yield the structure for the wave. This result 
is found to be of the following form: 
8^; . n aû . 2X, + 4m + 8p - 0% ,2% J ^  2Û 
W + 2T?X * ^ (5-'6b) 
Again Burgers's equation is seen to define the structure. It is also 
true that two dilatational waves are possible depending upon the sign 
associated with the nonlinear term. If the term is positive (negative) 
a compressive (tensile) wave results. If the coefficient is equal to 
zero pure diffusion results and the wave ceases to grow. 
2. Rotational wave 
This is a transverse wave and is also referred to as the distortional 
or shear wave. Again in order to study this kind of a wave an appropriate 
form of the displacement must be chosen. The only requirement that is 
placed on the choice is that it be consistent with the physical situation. 
In this particular situation It is assumed that: 
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1 
u = e u + e 
0 1 
V = V + e V + ... (5.17) 
2.^ . U. ' w  =  e w  +  e  w + . . .  
Again because of the type of general similarity hypothesis to be 
chosen higher order terms need not be included in the expansions given 
above. A coordinate frame moving with the wave front is again 
introduced as is the timerstretch transformation for the same reasons 
already mentioned in reference to the dilatational wave. Thus the results 
given by Equations 5.13 and 5.14 are also valid here. Substituting from 
Equation 5.17 into Equations 5.10a through 5.10c for the appropriate 
displacements and applying the above mentioned transformations the 
following set of equations result: (The dots in the equations again 
denote terms of higher order that need not be retained.) 
+ e a I n(X + 2u) 9u . 2p 3 9v \ ]—Çr— ^ S && * 
- e ô< (5.18a) 
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= 0  
(5.18c) 
In the above one can obviously take w = 0 making Equation 5.18c an 
identity. However, It is clear from Equation 5.18a that it is impossible 
to take u = 0. Indeed, such a longitudinal extension accompanying a shear 
is a well-known cross-effect of elasticity. Arguments similar to those 
in the case of the dilatational wave lead to not only the normal speed 
of propagation but also to the equation for the structure. These are: 
Equation 5.19b is a curious result. It predicts that a shear wave 
produced in an initially unstressed infinite medium will not grow but onl' 
di ffuse. This is evident from the fact that the structure equation lacks 
the nonlinear term. This result can also be defended on physical grounds 
because indeed the equation should be expected to remain invariant under 
0 0 
the transformation of v = -v as would indeed be expected from symmetry 
arguments. Further, no steady solution can be found for Equation 5.19b 
even if n = 0, This is not the case for the structure obtained in 
reference to the dilatational wave. 
(5.19a) 
and 
(5.19b) 
D. Discussion of the Results 
The resulting structure equations derived here are very similar to 
those of earlier chapters where the problems of gasdynamics and magneto-
gasdynamics were under discussion. Rather than the structure equation 
being given in terms of the velocity, instead it appears here in terms of 
the displacement gradient. This arises from the fact that the velocity 
is basic to gasdynamics or fluids while the displacement is basic to the 
mechanics of solids. Equations 5.16b and 5.19b are most general In their 
centro-symmetrlc, generalized one-dImens tonal sense. For the dilatatlonal 
wave the structure equation Is again Burgers's equation. For the 
rotational wave It Is of the same form with the nonlinear term not present. 
Only the equation describing the structure for the dilatatlonal wave is 
found to have a steady solution for the planar case (n =0). Otherwise 
Equations 5.16b and 5.19b admit no steady solutions. 
E. Concluding Remarks 
The main goal of this study has been to develop a method of dealing 
with the effects of weak diffusion and non linearity on an arbitrary wave 
front resulting from a weak disturbance. By using an expansion procedure 
common to all studies undertaken thus far it was possible to perform a 
perturbation about the linear wave. Thus all methods of ray theory and 
singular surface theory may now be used to characterize the wave front. 
The final structure equation, be It for the dilatatlonal or the rotational 
wave, Is shown to be basically of the same form, a form analogous tc the 
one obtained In gasdynamics (burgers's equation). Only the dilatatlonal 
wave appears to grow, the rotational wave does not grow but only diffuses. 
This however can only be said for the case when the medium Is Initially 
unstrained. It Is felt that for an initially strained medium the resulting 
structure equations would indicate that both waves do indeed grow. In such 
a case the rotational wave structure equation would no longer be invariant 
0 0 
under a reflection of displacements i.e. v = -v because the generality of 
the deformation field would influence the analysis. It is further felt 
that generally the deformation field cannot be centro-symmetric and so the 
propagation cannot be assumed to be isotropic. It is also known that 
initial strains always cause wave propagation to be anisotropic. 
The results quoted here are completely new. This appears to be the 
first attempt to the study of waves propagating through an Infinite 
unstrained viscoelastic medium. Although only simple geometries are 
studied the method employed can readily be extended to more complex cases. 
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VI. NONLINEAR LONGITUDINAL WAVES IN A VISCOELASTIC ROD 
A« Introduction 
Studies in earlier chapters were limited to infinite media and to 
consideration of effects of dissipative mechanisms only. Thus, they 
provided generalizations of Burgers's equation. In the two chapters that 
follow models studied involve both dissipation and dispersion. Waves in 
bounded elastic media are accompanied with dispersion, and, thus, must 
provide a model of the Korteweg-De Vries equation. In addition, a 
viscoelastic medium is shown to provide an analogue of Burgers's equation. 
One, therefore, expects that for a bounded viscoelastic medium, both 
mechanisms will be operative, thus providing a model of a combined 
Korteweg-De Vries and Burgers's equation (B.K.D.V.). The development of 
an equation to describe waves in solid media as is done here is believed 
to be the first time such a result has been obtained. Nothing comparable 
to this result appears to be present in the literature. 
The K.D.V. equation has at least a century of history in fluid 
dynamics. It has been the subject of a revival of Interest In the last 
two decades, as recent publications would suggest. Almost all of these 
are limited to the derivation of far-field solutions only. The K.D.V. 
equation was found to describe waves of small but finite amplitude as 
modified by the presence of dispersion. All such work done thus far is 
limited to the one-dimenslonal case where the wave front is assumed to be 
plane. Known applications are limited to water waves and plasma physics 
as Indicated by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Mlur« (18). Application to 
solid continua Is singularly lacking, although It Is believed that the 
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first derivation of the K.D.V. equation for elasticity was done by 
Nariboli (39). The present study Is an extension of these ideas to include 
effects of both dispersion and dissipation. It is believed that the 
present study is the first derivation of such a combined B.K.D.V. equation 
that describes the effects of dissipation, dispersion and nonlinearity on 
a linear wave front. The study reveals the power of the asymptotic 
expansion method in leading one to entirely new fields of study thus far 
not to be found in the literature on solid mechanics. The following two 
chapters discuss the application of this method to the study of longi­
tudinal waves in rods and extensional waves in plates. The latter study 
also provides an extension to more than one dimension. It yields a result 
corresponding to the cylindrically symmetric case where n = 1. 
Dispersion In an elastic rod must be attributed to the reflections 
from the free boundary. This mechanism of repeated reflections has a 
double cummulative effect: it not only causes dispersion but also modifies 
the effective speed of propagation of the wave. This dual role of the 
finiteness of the boundaries does not seem to have been recognized in 
previous studies. It has been established through theoretical considera­
tions and verified experimentally, that the effective elastic modulus for 
longitudinal wave in an elastic rod is given by Young's modulus. This 
differs drastically from the moduli I that define the two modes of 
propagation in an infinite elastic medium. Indeed, for such bounded 
media, effective moduli I which control deformations are always different 
from those In Infinite media. For static problems the method of 
asymptotic expansions, as used in the past, has elegantly brought out 
this crucial fact as evidenced In recent studies by Friedrichs and 
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Dressier (16), Goldenvelzer (19, 20), Goldenvelzer and Kolos (21), Reiss 
and Locke (32) and Naghdl (37). Recent studies undertaken by Narlboll 
(38, 39)1 and Narlboli and Tsai (^<7) » have extended this method to linear 
dynamical elasticity. The number of novelties that appear in these 
studies and their consistency with well-known ad hoc theories have 
established the power of this approach. 
In the study of waves of small, but finite amplitude in rods or 
plates as is indeed done here, the results of linear theory are taken 
over. The first important point is the choice of expansions which is 
made on the basis of physical arguments. The expansion that gives the 
proposed mode of propagation as the dominant one is chosen. Thus, for 
the case of longitudinal motion in rods one requires the longitudinal 
displacement to be nonvanishing as the radius of the rod shrinks to zero. 
It is only this physical stipulation that makes the expansion unique. 
Another crucial point lies in adopting the expansion form of the 
displacements from linear theory. These always proceed in even or odd 
powers. It may not be possible to assert such an expansion form in 
nonlinear theory, but it may be possible, in principle, to develop 
alternate expansions which reflect a different physical situation. The 
question of the possibility of multiplicity of such expansions have been 
discussed by Meyer (34). It is not the object of this study to 
investigate exhaustively and interpret physically all analogous 
possibilities in this problem. The view adopted here is dictated by the 
single principle used throughout the present work; to study the effect 
of nonlinearity, dispersion and dissipation on the linear wave. The 
expansion postulated has this basic feature; the lowest order terms 
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always lead to the classical linear problem. Therefore, the leading term 
of each expansion is taken from linear theory. "It is found that such a 
procedure leads precisely to that solution which goes to the one in linear 
theory if the nonlinear effects are neglected. 
Returning now to the present problem, one must again recapitulate 
that the final equation seeks to describe the structure of the wave as 
modified by nonlinear!ty, dissipation and dispersion. It Is only an 
asymptotic description and as such has a universal character. If the rod 
is considered to be infinite, the description pertains to regions far 
from the source; if it Is considered semi-Infinite, the equation is valid far 
from the end. It is, therefore, crucial to clarify the concept of the 
typical axial length. It may be a point of observation at a distance LQ 
that is assumed to be large compared to the radius. This length will 
always cancel while still provide an asymptotic description of the field 
far from the end of the rod. Such an Interpretation is basic to all of 
the studies In earlier chapters. Still another view defines the typical 
axial length to be such a distance over which significant changes In field 
variables take place. This view, analogous to an axial wave length, 
affects none of the results. The former view, however, is more 
il luminating. It embodies Saint-Venant's principle and provides a more 
basic role for the cumulative effect of reflection from the free boundaries 
to produce a wave travelling with a known linear velocity where accounts 
for weak dispersion, dissipation, and non linearity have been Included 
in the far-field sense, far from the source of the disturbance. Further­
more, with such an interpretation for , a universal character for the 
far-field solution is implied. It clearly brings out the fact that the 
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far-field solution Is Independent of the detailed nature of the disturbance 
producing the wave and depends only on Its gross features. 
Clearly the concept of "slow variation" in a nonlinear problem has 
played a significant role In a number of theories. Physically If the 
field variables change significantly in "small distances" then the correct 
Interpretation of the wave Is that it is a "shock wave", a wave of large 
amplitude characterized by "large gradients across small distances". This 
Is not the object of study of this thesis. Based both on physical and 
mathematical grounds, the view adopted here appears to be a reasonable one 
for the study of waves of small but finite amplitude. A caution is, 
however, necessary: even if the rod is of finite length, it Is unreal­
istic to choose this length to play the role of the typical length since 
a wave Is not aware of the presence of the other end until It reaches It. 
Then, the problem is one of boundary-layer type and is not under discussion 
here. Another "popular length" In linear theory has been that of 
"wavelength". In a nonlinear problem, the concept of a wavelength Is 
meaningless; further. In pulse propagation problems one Is lead to further 
difficulties In giving the wavelength a physical Interpretation. Indeed 
the concept of "wavelength" when adopted In nonlinear theories, Is 
exactly Identical to the one explained earlier, a typical distance across 
which field variables change significantly. This is well Illustrated in 
a study by Whltham (75). 
A feature common to all studies up to this point. Independent of the 
types of media discussed, has been the use of asymptotic expansion. To 
perform such an expansion a parameter Is required. Guided by Narlboll's 
(38) work one may choose this paramter "a" to be the ratio of the radius 
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of the rod to the typical axial length L^. The Inclusion of this length 
in the physical field equations introduces a parameter 6 analogous to the 
reciprocal of Reynolds number because the medium is characterized as 
viscoelastic. The weak disturbance condition compatible with all other 
conditions Introduces still another small parameter e. Finally the 
condition for a far-field description requires the time-stretch parameter 
a. Now, by choosing an appropriate similarity hypotheses a result is 
obtained. As noted earlier, a = e = a = 0(6) is not the only choice 
one can make to relate these smallness parameters. However, this choice 
is made on the basis of the linear theory as well as the generality of 
results that It yields. Such a choice Is definitely not unique, but it 
is consistent and does Indeed provide results that are meaningful. 
The basic conservation laws of a continuum are the equations of 
continuity, motion and the equation of energy. If the wave results from 
a weak disturbance it can be assumed to be isentropic, the energy equation 
plays a trivial role and need not be considered here. The basic 
equations of mass and momentum conservation, supplemented by the 
appropriate constitutive law for an Isotropic homogeneous viscoelastic 
medium, lead to a complete system. 
B, Basic Equations and Formulation of the Problem 
p' = (1 - 20' + 4q'- 8^') ( 6 . 1 )  
M j . j  -  P '  '  (6.2) 
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t! . = (xe' + X,0'2 + &V')5.. + (2% + 2m8)e!. + 4p e!. e'. + ... 
I  J  I I  J  IJ  I K KJ 
+ 6<( TS"' +r?')6.j + 2m ÏÏ' e'j + (2y + 2n6') d|^ + ...> 
^ 4G.3) 
The unbarred and barred values of 6', and Tj)' are the well-known 
invariants of the Eulerian strain tensor, el. and the Eulerian deformation 
IJ 
rate tensor, dlj respectively. These were previously defined as: 
2 :|j ' "i.J + "j.i - "k.i "k.j: 2 dij ' «|,j + vj.i (G-") 
and Ô = I analogous to the reciprocal of Reynolds number. 
^0 0 
As before the equations are written in Cartesian tensor notation to 
save time. Here ul, v| and a| are the components of displacement, 
velocity, and acceleration vectors respectively. t!j is the stress tensor 
measured in units of Young's modulus E of linear theory, and all lengths 
are in units of typical axial length. Time is measured in terms of the 
ratio of tne axial length LQ to the linear wave velocity, a^ = (p^) 
where is the initial density. Density is in units of initial density. 
The constitutive law is written only up to and including terms that affect 
the results. The polynomial form of the constitutive law is assumed to 
be valid. This is admissible because the disturbance is characterized 
as weak. Higher degree terms play no role in the present study. Further, 
the acceleration vector defined in terms of the displacement vector is 
9vl 9ul 
a! = »r~ + v.  VÎ . ; vJ = + vl ul . (6.5) 
I  d t  J  I , J  I  9 t  J  I , J  
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The smallness of the disturbance may now be expressed as fol lavs; 
UÎ =» e u 2 = e e,. + e E. 
I j I i j; djj - e djj + E D|j 
e t . .  +  T . .  +  e 6  T. 
IJ IJ I 
(6 .6)  
0' = e9 + © ; tp' = tp, = e F+ 0" 
2 Terms of higher order than e or eS are never written since they do 
not affect the problem. Using them in the equations of motion after 
dividing through by e yields 
The full expressions In component form are noted below only for the 
current problem. Further, It shall be evident that terms Independent of 
e and 6 In Equation 6.7 and In the boundary conditions noted later In 
Equations 6.9a and 6,9b lead to the classical linear elastic rod problem. 
Because of symmetry cylindrical polar coordinates are used so i,j ... 
may be Identified with the standard (r, 0, z) coordinate axes. The 
displacement vector is assumed to have only the radial and axial 
components because the transverse components are not allowed since the 
wave is purely dllatational In character. The displacement is further 
' i j.J + :  T'j.J + '  T^j.J " *1 + '  * (6.7) 
As In the previous chapter, t j j may be Identified with the linear 
elastic stress tensor, Tjj with the nonlInear elastic stress tensor, and 
T.J with the linear viscous stress tensor, all defined in the Appendix. 
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considered to be a function of only the axial and radial spatial coordinates 
as well as the time. Then the displacement vector may be written as 
fol lows ; 
Uj » ^u(r, z, t), 0, w(r, z, t)j (6.8) 
New the radial and axial components of the equation of motion can be 
rewritten as 
-ï» ..(S-. ^  • s-
+ 6 [ ^ + '''' r ^ j ' 'r* ^  \ (6-93) 
f 3T (r 'rz* + ^ ^rz' ' j jT?^rz' 
(6.9b) 
All of the above terms are defined in the Appendix. 
In considering the boundary conditions It Is reasonable to assume 
that the stress-free boundary originally of radius a deforms to some new 
volume of revolution described by F(r, z, t) • r - a - eu = 0. The normal 
to this new surface is defined by the gradient of F. The stress-free 
boundary condition Is now given by 
( t j j  t  e  Tjj + 6 T.j)nj = 0 on r = a h - e u  . (6.10) 
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Equation 6.10 can In the present problem be rewritten as follows: 
I?'rr " I? Vz) + '  ^rr + ' ' ' " ° 
'rz + c(Trz " I? Vz '  3? 'zz) + '  ^rz + ' ' ' ° " 
Radial distance is now transformed to be of order unity as r = a R. 
Then the following expansion is assumed guided by results obtained in a 
recent study by Nariboli (39). 
0 2 2 
w = w(z, t) + a w(R, z, t) + ... 
(6 .12)  0 ^ 
U  = "30R 22" + 3^ u(R,t,z) + ... 
(*rr' 'ee' 'zz' " ''rr' 'ee* 'zz' * ^ '*rr' 'ee* 'zz' * 
'rz = :  trz + Vz + 
Similar expansions can be assumed for T., and T,.. The indices above i j 1J 
the field variables denote their order. The form of the expansion reflects 
the assumption of longitudinal motion. 
Since interest Is In the far-field solution, a change of variables 
is made. 
Z = z - Gpt; T = a t (6.13) 
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where Is the velocity of the linear wave, so that 
(G.14) 
These transformations embody the assumption that the study is 
restricted to a far-field solution in the neighborhood of the linear wave. 
Further, a meaningful problem is only obtained by making the similarity 
hypothesis that the Reynolds number 5, the "smallness" parameter E, the 
2 time-stretch parameter a, and the expansion parameter squared a are all 
of the same order. Only with such an assumption can the most general 
nonsteady, nonlinear, viscoelastic wave propagation be discussed. 
C. Solution of the Problem 
All field variables are now assumed to be functions of (R, Z, T), 
and the sequence of problems of different orders must now be solved. 
Requiring that the lowest order terms lead to an identity gives the 
velocity of propagation as unity. Proceeding to a higher order term 
0 
gives an equation governing w. Details as to how the equations are 
obtained is left to the Appendix. However after appropriate substitution 
a set of boundary value problems result. 
The lowest order terms in Equations 6.9a and 6.11a (of orders 1/a 
and unity) lead to 
0 0 0 
St t - t„Q 0 
cTr"" R ' " 0; t^^ - 0 on R - 1 (6.15) 
0 0 
and are shown to be trivially satisfied by t^^ • tgg » 0 by choice of the 
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expansions In Equation 6.12. Th-e lowest order terms In Equations 6.9b 
and 6.11b (or order unity and a, respectively) lead to 
1 
t = 0 on R «= 1. 
rz 
(6.16a) 
1 2 
This is solved by t^^ " 0, = 1 and yields 
" " K(Z' T)' (6.16b) 
The next in order, from Equations 6.9a and 6.11a lead to 
2 22 0 00 0 00 
3trr . ^r " ^60 . ^"^rr . ^r " ^88 . ^Vr . \r " ^88 
+ + — + W + R +  
I ^ 
+ TV— = —y ; (6.17a) 
OL U 
2 0 0 0 3u 
rr rr ÏÏR 'rr 'rr t + T -  ^  t + T = 0 on R = 1. 
From earlier results and Equation 6.17a u may now be determined. 
3 
u 
(l"2a)(3-2a^) - (l-2a^)R^ 
a(l-a) aR 
x  
9Z^ 
+ (1 + a) ( 1 - 2a) R 
c. 2 + d (6.17b) 
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The above result thus determines t^^; 
I  a^(3-2a^) + 2a(l-a-a^)R^ 3^w 
4(,.G2) az3 
2 3 Considering terms of order a and a in Equations 6,9b and 6.11b 
yields 
1 3 
R 7R < 
• 2 ?z?r + r? 
and t + T 
(6 .18)  
» 1 
Substituting for all quantities into the above differential equation 
3 
allows one to solve for t^^. Using the boundary condition yields the 
"structure". 
nO n  LO yO  0 O 0 
Ix^ ^  Î- -^7 -«3^# ^  
where all pertinent constants are defined in the Appendix, 
The above equation is very similar to results obtained earlier. No 
curvature term appears here because the wave front is considered to be 
essentially planar; for such a case n = 0. Equation 6.19 is the nonlinear 
equation governing the propagation of strain in a semi-infinite 
viscoelasttc rod. The description is one of a far-field and is written 
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in reference to a moving coordinate system located at the wave front. 
D, Discussion of the Results 
Because the results obtained thus far are all very similar, the 
determination of possible solutions will be postponed to a later chapter 
where the results of the present study are discussed in a unified manner, 
E. Concluding Remarks 
Clearly, a weak disturbance travelling along an unstrained visco-
elastic rod Is controlled through the action of three mechanisms: the 
steepening effect due to nonlInearity, the flattening effect due to 
viscosity, and dispersion. The nonlinear term arises through the 
retention of non linearities in the constitutive law as well as mathe­
matical definition of strain, where nonlinear effects have been retained, 
unlike linear elasticity where small deformations are considered. The 
diffusion term arises from the inherent properties of a viscoelastic 
solid. The dispersive term Is present because of the reflections that 
result from the presence of finite boundaries. Thus, the boundary 
conditions serve to introduce the dispersion term. By assuming (6) to be 
h 2 
of order (a ) rather than (a ), the resulting structure equation would 
have the same form as that predicted by Nariboli (39) in as yet unpublished 
work devoted to an elastic rod. The resulting equation in this case is 
the analog of the Korteweg-De Vrles equation In fluids. On the other 
hand, by disregarding the boundaries a structure akin to the type 
encountered In previous chapters results (n « 0, planar wave). This Is, 
of course, Burgers's equation, a result well-known in fluids. 
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The result obtained here is a generalization of the two preceding 
particular cases. It must provide some interesting results in regards 
to wave propagation in a bounded viscoelastic media. The different types 
of waves that may result in such a case shall be discussed in a later 
chapter. 
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Vil. EXTENSIONAL WAVES IN AN INFINITE VISCOELASTIC PLATE 
A. Introduction 
In this chapter an attempt is made to study the problem of wave 
propagation in an infinite elastic plate while under the influence of 
viscosity, dispersion and non linearity. Most of the ideas developed 
In the preceding chapter are also valid In the present discussion. 
The first important distinctive result obtained here is the derivation of 
B.K.O.V. equation for more than one dimension. As far as can be found 
no extension of this type exists in the literature for more than one 
dimension. All discussions of Burgers's or Korteweg-De Vries (K.D.V.) 
equation are indeed confined to a plane wave front. The structure 
equation in the present study restricts itself to a wave front with 
cylindrical symmetry. This result is a generalization of B.K.D.V. 
equation to two dimensions. The extension of the same ideas to an 
arbitrary wave front suggests itself but is not pursued here. The only 
three-dimensional model that suggests itself exists in the field of 
magnetogasdynamics where both dissipation and Hall current are included 
in the analysis. But as noted earlier, such a study would involve an 
arbitrary wave front with anisotropy. Each of these aspects introduces 
difficulties which are not within the scope of the present discussion. 
The problems studied in this work are characterized by isot ropy and 
geometric simplicity. The only model for more than one dimension that 
retains the above features is the one studied here. Adopting the 
viewpoint of perturbation about a linear wave leads directly to the 
generalization of the B.K.O.V. equation to two dimensions. 
The waves under consideration here are extensional waves implying 
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symmetry of propagation about the midplane. From results obtained in an 
earlier study by Nariboli and Tsal (4?) that deals with propagation of 
extensional waves in a linear elastic plate, certain expansions are 
assumed and used to extend the same ideas to a nonlinear viscoelastic plate. 
The final achievement of the study is the derivation of the B.K.D.V. 
equation for two dimensions fully describing the effects of noniInearlty, 
dissipation and dispersion. The constitutive law is again taken to be 
one of the rate-type as was done earlier. Extension to other rate type 
materials is direct and obvious;however, such extensions are not 
considered here. Again, as Indicated In the study of gasdynamlcs, 
inclusion of thermal effects does not modify the final form of the 
equation. One can consider the propagation to be either adiabatic or 
isothermal and so interpret the coefficients appropriately. As no 
thermodynamic effects are considered here the balance laws for mass, 
momentum supplemented by the constitutive law determine a complete 
system that defines the problem. 
B. Basic Equations and Formulation of the Problem 
This derivation is quite analogous to that of the rod. The important 
difference consists In the extension of the B.K,D.V, equation to more than 
one dimension. The wave front here Is a cylindrical one; thus the 
coordinate systems Introduced later to get a uniform approximation for 
large times do not form a Galilean frame. The significance of this will 
show up In the nonexistence of "steady solutions". 
Again as before a cylindrical coordinate system Is used. The mid-
plane of the plate Is given by z = 0 and the undeformed plane faces by 
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z = ±h. For the types of waves considered here (extensional waves) the 
problem has symmetry about the mid-plane. 
As in the previous chapter the basic equations remain to be of the 
same form given by Equations 6.1 through 6.3. All pertinent quantities 
remain unchanged from the rod problem, in fact, the equations of motion 
can again be written in the following form: 
^ij.j * ^ ^ " aj + e A. (6.7) 
where t.j, and T.^ have been defined in the preceding chapter. 
Allowing e = 6 = 0, Equation 6.7 reduces to the classical linear problem 
of elasticity. Thus, the expansion procedure already embodies the 
assumption that the disturbance is "weak" and that the non 1inearities and 
diffusivlties are "small". The same conclusions may also be reached with 
regard to the boundary conditions. 
Because the propagation has cylindrical symmetry, it is reasonable to 
study the problem in the cylindrical polar coordinate system. Let 
^u(r, 2, t), 0, w(r, z, t)j be the displacement vector in such a coordinate 
system. Then the equations of motion retain the same form as that found 
in the previous chapter 
="rr . 'rr- ' e e  .  ,  V  ^ e e  ,  J— t + ^ , + + 
. V r - ' ^ e e  
r r dz 
+ 6 ^ + p + ^ = 3r + c Ar 
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?&(''  ^ rz) + \z 
3t 
zz 
IST- = a, + G A; (6.9b) 
The boundary conditions still remain to be defined. Because the 
lateral surfaces of the plate are stress-free, the boundary following 
deformation may be defined as follows: 
F(r, z, t) = z - h - ew • 0 (7.1) 
The normal to such a deformed surface is defined by the gradient of F. 
Then the boundary condition may be given by; 
(t.j + E T.j + 6 T.j + ...)nj = 0 on z=h+ew (7.2) 
or in component form 
'rz + - 3T 'rr '  3? 'rz I +  ^ 7^, + ... - 0 
9w 9w 
'zz + :  l^zz - 37 trz " 'zzj + * ?zz + ° 
(7.3a) 
(7.3b) 
The half-thickness (h) of the plate Is now transformed to order unity 
as Z » hz. From the nature of the problem an earlier study by Nariboli 
and Tsai (47) suggest that u must be of a lower order than w. The linear 
problem can again be shown to split into two sets; one consisting of even 
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order (u, tgg, and of odd order (w, is again taken as the 
appropriate expansion, since this gives a nonzero extension in the limit 
of vanishing thickness. It is now possible to write the displacement 
components as fol lavs : 
0 2 2 
u(r, t) + h u(r, Z, t) + ... 
0 
W = J ° g hz ^ + h^ w(r, Z, t) + 
(7.4) 
Similarly, as was the case for the rod, stresses may also be 
expanded as follows: 
(^rr' *^00' *zz) " ^^rr' ^06' ^zz^ ^ ^'^rr' ^GG' ^zz^ "" 
(7.5) 
Vz " h trz + Vz + ••• 
T.. and t . .  have analogous expansions that need not be shown here, i j i j 
Indices above the field variables denote the orders of the terms. The 
form of the above expansions reflects the assumption of radial propagation, 
because radial displacement is of higher order than the axial displacement. 
As in problems considered earlier, the dominant wave is predicted by 
the linear theory. The basic idea is that the study is a perturbation 
about this same linear wave. This perturbation is performed In a 
reference frame, traveling with the velocity of the linear wave. Because 
the study attempts to look at the wave In a far-field sense, Incorporating 
only the gross features of the motion, a further time-stretch 
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transformation must then be introduced. The following transformations 
accomplish both goals. 
R = r - Gjjt and T = a t (7.6a) 
where GQ is the linear wave speed, so that 
37 = ?R : & = Ir « It • 7 = %-r + (7.6b) 
The above transformations introduces a new parameter a that with other 
parameters, the "smalIness" of the disturbance parameter e, the reciprocal 
of Reynolds number (viscosity) ô, and the geometric parameter h^, 
completely define the physical problem. The small parameter h reflects 
the geometry and is defined as the ratio of the half-thickness to the 
typical length LQ. In the case of the "boundary layer", this ratio is not 
small and the use of the expansion parameter h in such a case cannot be 
justified. Thus, all results quoted here are not valid in the boundary 
layer region but only in the interior of the plate sufficiently far from 
the boundary. 
C. Solution of the Problem 
With the aforementioned transformations, all field variables are now 
assumed to be functions of (R, Z, T). Selecting an appropriate similarity 
hypothesis that sets e " a • h = 0(6) yields a sequence of boundary value 
problems that must be solved. Requiring that the lowest order terms lead 
to an Identity determines the normal speed of propagation GQ. Proceeding 
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to higher order terms yields the following system of equations; the 
lowest order terms yield 
0 
9t 
olz^ = 0; ~ ® Z = ±1 (7.7a) 
This is satisfied by t^^ = 0. From the earlier assertion that the wave 
0 0 
is predominantly extenslonal u = u(R, T), the linear stress-strain 
0 
relation for t^^ yields 
The next to lowest order terms result in the following: 
0 1 
9t at _ ^2° 1 
^ " ^0 7^ Î ° z = ±1 (7.8a) 
^ 2 The above system is solved by t^^ • 0, Further it yields GQ = 1, 
that finally allows one to determine 
2 2" 
" - 2tW 77 * K(K. T) (7.8b) 
0 1 0 0 
since t^^ = t^^ = 0 and T^^, are functions of (P., T) only 
the next In order equation can be shown to give, 
2 , 
3 t  ^ 2  2 0 0  
3z-- - : 'zz + Tzz + T,; .  0 on Z - ±1 (7.9a) 
2 
Upon Integration the following value for t^^ Is obtained: 
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_ *3 0 
^ -O ,2 9 u 
zz ÎTPâr ^ ^ * L(R. T) (7.3b) 
where L(R, T) is determined from the boundary conditions above and is 
quoted in the Appendix. 
2 3 
Using the above value for t^^ it now becomes possible to solve for w 
3 0 
using the linear stress-strain relations. Knowing w in terms of u and 
2 
an undefined function M(R, T), it now becomes possible to express t^^ in 
terms of these same quantities. This is done with the anticipation of 
using the following system of equations. 
3 2 0 0 0 1 0 
= . "rr . 'rr '  'ee . 
•5r~ * ^R— * —çf— * * sr- * r 
js— n 2 ; 0 n 0 1^0 n 0 
rz 3 u , 9u u 9w 9 u . 9 u 
'rz + Trz - 'rr = ° "" ^ 
3 
All quantities appearing above with the exception of t^^ are well 
3 
defined, t^^ may be determined following integration of the above 
differential equation. After using the appropriate boundary conditions 
the following result is obtained: 
2® ® 0 2® qO J 2,0 
9 u . 1 9u . _ 9u 9 u _ n 9 u a 9 u 
w ^  2rw ^ 77 <'•"> 
with and 3^ given in the Appendix. 
Again, as in the case of the viscoelastic rod, the above equation 
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governs the propagation of the strain. It shews the variation of the 
wave as expressed in terms of the variation of the displacement gradient 
0 
where the dominant gradient Is the gradient of u. The propagation is 
radial and, therefore, essentially cylindrical. For the rod It was axial, 
therefore, essentially planar. For this reason the above result contains 
a curvature term corresponding to n «= 1, The dispersion term arises from 
the presence of boundaries, the nonlinear term due to the nonlinear!ty of 
the problem, and the diffusive term due to the viscous effects Inherent 
in a viscoelastic solid. As before, the form of the above equation is 
greatly Influenced by the choice of the similarity hypothesis. Guided by 
this fact, it Is believed that the hypothesis so chosen In the present 
brings out all effects of nonsteadiness, curvature, nonlinear!ty, 
dissipation and dispersion on the wave. These effects determine the 
wave structure identified as the cylindrical form of Burgers's-Korteweg-
De Vrles equation. 
The discussion of results Is postponed to the chapter that fol lows. 
There the totality of the present work is discussed without reference to 
any particular media but only with reference to the structure equation 
that resulted. Without any problems. It can be noted that no steady 
solution exists for this particular equation. This Is true because of 
the presence of the curvature term. TheXtypes of waves that are possible 
remain to be seen In Chapter VI11. 
study gives results that are most general and clearly 
D. Discussion of the Results 
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E. Concluding Remarks 
The results obtained in the present chapter are completely new. It 
Is felt that the B.K.D.V. equation manages to provide a reasonable 
mathematical description for the structure. It brings out the interacting 
mechanisms of curvature, nonlInearlty, diffusion, and dispersion which 
ultimately define the structure. Under the condition that no boundary 
effects are Included, the structure equation reduces to the already 
familiar cylindrical form of Burgers's equation. In the presence of no 
dlffusivities the structure reduces to the cylindrical form of Korteweg-
De Vries equation. Thus, the B.K.D.V. equation provides a generalization 
of these two particular cases. It provides a description of the dominant 
strain propagating with a linear wave velocity. As stated earlier, no 
steady solution exists for either the more generalized or particular 
forms of the structure. It Is the presence of the curvature term that 
predicts this. 
As already noted, the structure developed here depended on a number 
of very crucial assumptions regarding the values of both the expansion 
parameters arising from both geometrical and physical arguments. These 
2 
were brought out through a similarity hypothesis I.e. e = a = h = 0(6) 
that dictated the eventual form for the structure. It is believed that 
the particular structure obtained here Is most general. 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
It ÎS appropriate at this concluding stage to review critically what 
has been achieved in the preceding study and what remains to be achieved. 
The central aim of the total work has been to develop a unified 
approach to study the effects of nonlinearity, dispersion and dissipation 
on a linear wave. There is no doubt that earlier studies have provided 
guidelines In the formulation of such an approach. The work of 
Lighthill (31) and Moran and Shen (36) in the case of a viscous heat 
conducting gas and numerous studies by Meyer (34), Peters and Stoker (51) 
and Shen (60) In the theory of water waves are all analogous to what has 
been done here. The present study, though drawing from these works, 
generalizes and provides a unified approach to the study of any continua. 
The power of generality of the approach can be seen in the application of 
the method to the first few studies on generalization of Burgers's 
equation to three dimensions in gasdynamlcs and to Isotropic cases of 
magnetogasdynamlcs. It Is believed that the view adopted In the work Is 
novel though comparable to earlier studies. It is further to be noted 
that the view adopted throughout has been one of perturbation about the 
1inear wave. The consequences of this view lead to a tremendous potential: 
for the first time It Indicates the possibility of studying an arbitrary 
wave-form even in the case of anisotropic nonhomogeneous wave propagation 
by use of Ray theory of partial differential equations. The adoption of 
this view, it Is believed, revolutionizes the scope of the study far 
beyond what has been discussed In the literature thus far. Although such 
a program Is not completed here, even extensions to more than one 
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dimension as done here are themselves the fruits of such a viewpoint. 
Development of an expansion procedure for an arbitrary wave form needs 
deeper and further study. 
The application of these methods to solid mechanics is believed to 
be completely novel. Much of the work in wave propagation, up to the 
present time, resorts either to transform techniques or to theory of 
singular surfaces. The first approach is limited to linear homogeneous 
problems, in which difficulties in inversion of Integrals become 
stupendous. In the case of anisotropy results of even simpler problems, 
as il lustrated by Weitzner (71, 72), are not at all easy to interpret 
physically. One must then rely on Interpretation of asymptotic features 
as indeed has been done by Lighthill (30), Ludwig (33), and Duff (10). 
The latter method is applicable only when the system is hyperbolic. The 
method presented here provides a systematic approach to the study of all 
such problems without the above restriction. 
Another very Important feature In this work Is the study of dispersive 
nonlinear waves. All studies thus far have been almost completely 
limited to water waves; a recent study has been made by TanlutI and Wei 
(62) with reference to dispersive waves in plasmas. It should be 
Intuitively obvious that such models must exist In all fields of wave 
propagation. Studies In elasticity made In this work give support to this 
assertion. In these studies the parameter reflecting dispersion is 
defined through a ratio of a typical cross-sectional length (the half-
thickness for plates, the cross-sectional radius for rods) with an 
appropriately Interpreted characteristic length LQ. The classical 
expansions of dispersion relations as evidenced In texts by Kolsky (26) 
and Ewing, Jardetzsky and Press (13) with reference to linear theory do 
suggest this; but no one thus far appears to have recognized that this 
Itself should provide the parameter for expansion. Recognition of this 
simple fact has lead to the prediction of different types of waves not 
previously found in the literature on solid mechanics. Although first 
proposed by Friedrichs for equilibrium problems, in dynamic problems, 
the approach becomes endowed with a deep physical meaning. For linear 
problems it directly provides asymptotic results, and for nonlinear 
problems it provides a crucial basis of study. 
There do remain a number of open questions that are not dwelt upon 
here. Firstly there Is the question of matching with the near-field 
(boundary layer) solution; this Is quite important from the viewpoint 
of mathematical completeness. The solution of the linear problem Is 
found to play a vital role In such problems. A boundary layer problem 
when strictly formulated involves heavy calculations. So,It Is not 
uncommon to find In the literature solutions to the "canonical" problem 
Instead. As Indicated by Schwartz (54), one first recognizes and accepts 
some universal character for the ultimate solution and proceeds to solve 
the matching problem by taking a typical point source problem. Such a 
study Is not made here, but the universal character of these solutions is 
clearly brought out In the results. Moreover, it is Indicated, that the 
corresponding 1inear problem provides formally the solution to which the 
nonlInear solution is to be matched. Thus the task of matching can Indeed 
become very cumbersome. 
The goals achieved by the study presented here are threefold: (I) It 
provides a unifying approach to the study of waves in any general continua. 
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(il) it yields a description for the universal character of the disturbance, 
and (ii i) it gives some indication as to how more general nonsymmetric, 
nonhomogeneous anisotropic problems of wave propagation may be studied 
in the far-field. 
The final equations governing dissipatlve, dispersive, nonlinear 
waves of small but finite amplitude can all be included In the single form: 
It * <«•') 
Here T is an appropriately scaled time and X Is a spatial coordinate; 
the coefficient a reflects nonlinearity, 3 represents dissipation and y 
indicates dispersion. It is to be noted that the time stretching parameter 
Is such that It either retains both the first two terms or drops them 
out together; the terms represent the unsteady nature and curvature effects 
of the front. In each problem when It Is said that y( or a, 6) is 
neglected; it means that It comes through a similarity hypothesis where 
the original parameter reflecting dispersion Is an Infinitesimal of a 
higher order when compared to all other smallness parameters. It Is absurd 
to say that a, 3 or Y are zero; Indeed they are never so. In the 
discussion that follows. If a term In Equation 8,1 Is to be neglected, It 
Is to be interpreted In terms of the above clarification. 
A general solution of the above equation does not appear to be easily 
obtainable. Even some of the more particular forms have not been solved. 
The discussion that follows Is thus limited to a review of results already 
known, Including a few extensions believed to be provided here for the 
first time. 
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Let us consider a solution of the form u =» T ^f(X - U^T). This is 
a generalization of a possible known form, a representation of which is 
Taylor's solution. It can be verified that no solution of such form 
exists In the general case. However, for a nondispersive (y ® 0) plane 
wave (n = O), a solution of this form exists with r = 0. One obtains for 
f, the following equation; 
•"o f ® ( = * - V • (8-2) 
The solution of Equation 8.2 may now be written as; 
1 + exp I "g— I / when a > 0 (8.3) 
This is the generalized form of Taylor's steady solution that describes 
the effect of viscosity on a weak shock. Clearly this gives a solution 
that vanishes far ahead of the front (as ^ -*• <*>) and assumes a constant 
2Uo 
value at the rear (as Ç -+ -™). If a is negative It is only necessary 
to change the sign of f. Thus the type of wave that Is produced depends 
upon the sign of a. If a and 3 are both set equal to unity the solution 
takes on the same form as that obtained by Llghthill (31). This solution 
describes a wave In the steady (moving with constant velocity) frame. 
It should be stressed that no analogue of Taylor's solution can exist 
for curved shock fronts, a result, which although physically obvious, 
appears to have escaped attention in the literature. Firstly for a 
curved front, the moving frame Is not a Galilean one under which the basic 
system Is Invariant; also the transition zone has to remain ever-expanding 
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for the curved front. Thus no steadiness is possible unless there is 
introduced some external mechanism that would compensate for the change 
in energy density that occurs as the wave expands. Such a mechanism is 
not needed for the plane (n = 0) wave. 
As shown In the Appendix, for the linearized (a = 0), nondispersive 
(y = O), diffusive medium Equation 8,1 may be rewritten setting 3 equal 
to unity; then a self-similar solution can be found In the form 
u = T-1/2(n+m)f(^). ^ .  —777. 
2T '  
It transforms the partial differential equation into the ordinary 
differential equation given below. 
2 
• -2mf - 2Ç ^ (8.4) 
dr ^ 
In particular for m = 0, the solution Is given by 
fg » A + B erfc (C) (8.5) 
and the general solution Is 
d'^f 
This result Is most interesting and has been verified by the method 
of saddle points In one dimension and should be verifiable for higher 
dimensions also. Physically, f^ (with A = 0) Is the solution for an 
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Initial Heaveside type disturbance an example of which is the piston 
problem. By Integrating or differentiating f^ with respect to X yields 
solutions for a smoother or a more singular Initial disturbance. Further, 
it is evident that the solutions presented generalize to the disslpative 
case the general laws of decay obtained in an earlier study by Lighthill 
(30) by the use of the method of saddle points. 
For the general nonlinear Burgers's equation (y = 0), a similarity 
solution of the same form can be exhibited. 
but Is only val Id for m = l-n where n = 0, 1,2. 
This suggests that, given the initial type of disturbance, one can 
choose the corresponding g, (defined by the solution of the linear problem) 
using initial conditions ahead of the wave Equation 8.7 can be integrated 
numerlcally. 
Further, the conventional Hopf's transformation 
reduces the same Burgers's equation to 
u " T l/2(n+m) 
wi th 
(8 .7 )  
+ a- v An v » (8.8) 
n i  
The above result Is again nonlinear and becomes linear only for the strict 
one-dimensional case when n = 0. Thus, such a transformation is of l ittle 
value in the present work since the more general result corresponding to 
nonzero values of n is under study here. 
The analysis above has managed to give greater scope to results 
already known. These results were obtained by restricting the discussion 
to nonlinear, nondlspersive but dissipative media. Examples of such 
studies are to be found in Chapters III, IV and V, 
Considering now the case of a nonlinear, nondlsslpatlve (3 = 0) and 
dispersive media some very interesting results follow. These are already 
well-known from water wave theory. Equation 8.1 Is knotm to reduce to 
the well-known Korteweg-De Vries equation for the generalized one-
dimensional case. This equation admits no steady solution in the moving 
frame. However, In a frame moving with respect to this wave front frame, 
solutions known as solitary waves do exist for the plane case (n = 0). 
Consider a solution of the form u » T ^f(X - V^T) which represents 
a generalization of a possible known form, a representation of which Is 
the solitary wave. It can be verified that no solution of such form 
exists for the general K.D.V, equation. In particular a solution of this 
type can only exist for the plane wave (n = 0) with also r = 0. This 
gives the following differential equation; 
-VQ + of 2^' " Y —^ where C = X - V^T, (8.9) 
dÇ 
Equation 8.9 Is Indeed a special form of K.D.V. equation given in 
Equation 2.5. By imposing the condition that f vanish far ahead {Ç +~) 
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and far behind (Ç -•») one gets the following solution; 
(8.10)  
The additional speed VQ of this new moving frame of reference is obtained 
in terms of the value of f at the crest (Ç = O) of the wave. 
By relaxing the condition on f at Infinity cnoidal waves are 
predicted. Indeed cnoidal waves reduce to solitary waves as f ->• 0 at 
infinity. These are not the only solutions to the general K.D.V, equation 
given by Equation 2.5. Other types of solutions are known to exist and 
have been discussed by Meyer (34) with reference to dispersive water 
wave theory. 
The solution to the general K.D.V. equation is not known; however, 
interesting discussions do exist in the literature. One noted discussion 
is by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Miura (l8). Here the solution of the 
K.D.V, equation Is reduced to the solution of Gel'fand-Levitan integral 
equation. In another discussion Whitham (74) Introduced an averaging 
procedure. By using the Lagrangian he was able to derive an equivalent 
system of transformed equations that have a striking similarity to a 
conservative system as defined by P. D, Lax, 
& + & (8 ,11 )  
Here u, F, G may be m-vectors, x may be an n-vector and denotes 
the general gradient operator with respect to the spatial system x. 
Such equations are known to possess certain properties. However, a 
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basic question as to the physical nature of their solutions still remains 
unanswered in all studies undertaken thus far. 
It is a well established fact that dissipation disallows shock 
formation. Indeed a shock surface in such cases is replaced by a shock 
layer as required for the solutions to be continuous. It is thus only 
natural to inquire whether dispersion permits shock formation, disallowing 
the existence of discontinuous solutions. This question is apparently 
still unanswered. Numerical study of the K.D.V. equation undertaken by 
Gardner et al. (18) doesn't seem to have answered this question either. 
The feature that was noted in their study is the presence of an oscillating 
tail behind the front. It is worth noting that all solutions expressed 
in terms of the Airy integral that result from the linearized form of the 
K.D.V, equation do exhibit this same property and will be considered next. 
Considering now the linear (a = O), nondissipative (6 = O), 
dispersive medium, Equation 8,1 may be rewritten setting y equal to unity; 
a self-similar solution of the following form can now be found as 
u = 
It transforms the partial differential equation into 
(8.12) 
For p •=• 0 the solution of the above equation is given by 
(8.13) 
1 ] h  
and the general solution Is 
These solutions indeed are analogs of those deduced by Lighthill (30) 
for dispersive waves. As before In the case p = 0, f^ again represents 
the solution for an initial Heaveside type disturbance. The sharp rise 
given by the classical theory is here modified by dispersion. Ahead of 
the front one has a smoothed profile decaying exponentially rising 
sharply across the classical front and achieving a value in the rear in 
an oscillatory manner. All such properties are indeed characteristic of 
the Airy function Ai.(Ç) noted above. 
The nonlinear, nondlssipative case admits the following self-
similar solution; 
and only valid for p = 2 - 3/2 n, where n = 0, 1,2, 
Again as explained for Equation 8.7 the above result can only be used 
in numerical integration procedures as no analytical solution can be 
found. 
However, self-similar solutions of this generality appear to be novel 
u = 
yielding, 
(8.15)  
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to the literature. 
The general B.K.D.V. equation as given by Equation 8.1 includes all 
effects of curvature, nonlinearity,dissipation and dispersion and appears 
to be unmanageable. Thus, a self-similar solution is not obtained at the 
present time. Clearly, the result to be expected is of the type that 
reflects the influence of disslpative as well as dispersive phenomena 
while simultaneously exposing the effects of nonlinearity. Numerical 
solutions are possible but are not pursued at the present time. The 
results stated here are not only novel but are valid in all of their 
generality. They confirm the strength and the validity of the method 
presented throughout this work. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 
The central purpose of the present study has been to develop a method 
of dealing with problems of wave propagation In a general continuum. In 
particular, this study concerns Itself only with the effects of weak 
dissipation, dispersion, and nonllnearlty on an arbitrary wave front. It 
is found that standard techniques used to study waves In nondlssIpative 
and nondispersive media fall when the discussion becomes as general as the 
one presented here. This is so because, the Inclusion of diffusive effects 
generally disallows the existence of real characteristics as Is required 
for the method of characteristics to be valid. Consequently, for most 
physical problems other techniques must then be devised. 
The method of analysis used throughout the present study avoids many 
of the mathematical complexities while it provides a sound basis for the 
study of more general problems. All problems are discussed In a moving 
reference frame; Galilean, In the strict one-dlmenslonal sense, located 
at the wave front and translating with the normal speed of propagation 
predicted by 1inear theory. By employing an appropriate perturbation 
expansion procedure about this linear wave to reflect the different 
mechanisms of dispersion, dissipation, nonllnearlty and nonsteadiness 
yields truly novel results for the description of the structure. 
These results are recognized to be generalizations of results obtained 
in earlier studies; Burgers's equation, in reference to dissipative waves 
in gases and Korteweg-De Vries (K.D.V.) equation, In connection with 
dispersive water waves. 
The new form of the structure given In Equation 8.1 is indeed a 
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generalization of both of these earlier results and so is designated as 
Burgers's-Korteweg-De Vries (B.K.D.V.) equation a result never before 
obtained in mechanics. The particular forms of this new result can be 
found in the literature; however, their discussion Is restricted only to 
the strict one-dimensional case (n =0), The study presented here is 
rather more general in that it considers the generalized one-dimensional 
problem where all effects including those of curvature are clearly brought 
out in the resulting structure. 
The B.K.D.V, equation attempts to describe the far-field asymptotic 
structure of the wave; it clearly brings out the effects of curvature, 
nonlinearity, dissipation and dispersion. Further, it Is important to 
note that the magnitudes of the initial curvatures play no role; only 
their orders and signs determine the nature of the wave. For simplicity, 
the present study limits itself strictly to homogeneous, isotropic wave 
propagation problems. In particular discussion is restricted to the 
generalized one-dimensional (centro-symmetric) geometries. The more 
general type of problems have not been discussed at this time although 
some mention is made as to the possibilities of extending the present 
approach to such more difficult cases. 
After Inspecting Equation 8.1 it is possible to come to a very 
interesting conclusion. It is found that for the general nonsteady case 
the analysis demands that both the curvature and the time derivative 
terms appear simultaneously. If one Is neglected then the same must 
then be done for the other. This fact becomes more apparent from 
consideration of derivations presented in the main text. 
Limiting ones attention only to the generalized one-dimensional 
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form of Burgers's equation some very Interesting results may be noted. 
Burgers's equation characterizes the structure of the wave for any 
infinite medium where the only influencing factors are those of 
nonlinearity; that acts to sharpen the wave and cause it to grow and 
diffusivity (I.e. viscosity, thermal or electrical conductivity) that 
causes the wave to flatten or diffuse. It Is the interaction of these 
two phenomena observed In the far-field that finally reach a balance and 
define what Is common Iy known as the structure. This structure Is found 
to have a universal character Independent of the nature of the disturbance. 
Such a structure Is Indeed exhibited for a number of physical problems 
considered in the present work, 
A very Interesting feature common to the generalized form of Burgers's 
equation is that no steady solution exists for a curved wave front. This 
Is a physically obvious result. As the wave propagates the energy density 
at any point Is decreasing with the spread of the wave front thus never 
reaching a steady state no matter what the frame of reference may be. For 
the planar (n = 0) wave front such is not the case and Indeed it Is possible 
to find a steady solution In the form of Taylor's solution given by 
Equation 8,3. For the general linear form of Burgers's equation It Is 
also possible to find a self-similar solution that generalizes to the 
disslpative case the general laws of decay obtained by LIghthlll (30) 
by using the method of saddle points. This result clearly brings out the 
"universal" character of the wave structure. In effect It is easy to 
see that this far-field solution is independent of the detailed character 
of the source but Is affected only by its gross features. Of greater 
Importance is the fact that the solution of the linear problem provides 
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the "initial conditions" for the solution of the nonlinear problem. The 
nonlinear problem is found to have a self-similar solution also. 
In reference to the problem in gasdynamics Burgers's equation proves 
to be the governing equation describing the structure. The result obtained 
in this case is not new but It does provide a generalization of an earlier 
result obtained by Lighthill (31) and verified later through a different 
approach by Moran and Shen (36). Both of these studies are particular 
cases of the result provided here In that they restrict themselves to the 
strict one-dimensional problem where n = 0. 
In Chapter IV discussion Is centered on a problem in magnetogasdynamlcs. 
Only the Isotropic case Is considered so all results presented are valid 
only for planar or cylindrical wave fronts corresponding to n = 0 or n = 1 
respectively. With the exception of this restriction all results are 
found to be of the same form as those predicted In gasdynamics; however» 
a very Interesting totally unexpected feature of the governing equation 
is that the structure indicates an Interaction between the curvature and 
the magnetic field effects. This has never before been brought out in the 
literature and Indeed should be a result carefully considered. This 
result should prove to be of some consequence In future work as up until 
now It had always been thought that the presence of an externally applied 
transverse magnetic field left the mode of propagation unaffected. The 
analysis here Indicates that the magnetic effects are felt in tv/o terms 
of the structure. Its Influence on the disslpatlve term was predicted 
earlier; hov/ever, effects on the curvature were only to be expected in 
the case of the nonhomogeneous, anisotropic but not for the homogeneous, 
Isotropic, problem discussed here. 
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In the study that appears in Chapter V the method of analysis is 
generalized to an infinite viscoelastic medium. Such an analysis appears 
to be totally lacking in the literature as all studies considered to this 
point have been restricted to nonsolid media. This In fact appears to be 
the first attempt to study waves in an infinite homogeneous, isotropic, 
Initially unstrained viscoelastic solid. Indeed the present study Is 
found only to be valid for "rate-type" materials and cannot be applied to 
any materials of the "memory-type". 
Both the dllatatlonal and shear waves are discussed. It Is concluded 
that a pure dtlatatlonal wave can exist but no pure shear wave Is possible. 
In fact a general pure shear wave does not exist; it is always accompanied 
with dilatation an effect brought out only In nonlinear theory. Such 
cross-effects are well-known but do not appear to have been noted In 
earlier studies of wave propagation. Both waves are shown to exhibit the 
structure defined by Byrgers's equation. 
It is found that two types of dilatatlonal waves are possible either 
compressive or rarefactlve. The condition that distinguishes one from the 
other is the requirement that the nonlinear term be positive for a 
compressive wave and negative for a rarefactlve wave. If the nonlinear 
term vanishes pure diffusion results. This Is exactly the type of result 
obtained for the structure for the dominant shear mode. It Is then 
concluded that a weak shear wave will not grow but only diffuse. 
As results presented above Indicate considerations up to this point 
have been restricted to unbounded media where only disslpative mechanisms 
have been Included yielding the generalized form of Burgers's equation. 
The Introduction of boundaries Induces an effect called dispersion. 
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Dispersion Is attributed to reflections from the boundaries. This 
repeated phenomenon has a double cummulatlve effect; It modifies the 
effective speed of propagation and also causes dispersion a mechanism 
that acts much like a dissipative effect causing the wave to diffuse 
rather than to grow. 
In considering a semi-infinite viscoelastic rod where longitudinal 
waves are of interest or a Infinite plate where extensional waves are 
studied, it becomes possible to incorporate all effects of curvature, 
nonlinear!ty, dissipation and dispersion to yield a description for the 
structure; a result never before exhibited. This result is Identified 
as Burgers's-Korteweg-De Vrles (B.K.D.V.). 
The general B.K.D.V. equation is found to be unmanageable and so 
consideration Is limited to either Burgers's or Korteweg-De Vrles (K.D.V.) 
equation. The generalized form of Burgers's equation has already been 
discussed earlier In this chapter so only the K.D.V. equation remains to 
be mentioned. 
The K.D.V, equation is known to yield the structure In elasticity 
when diffusivities have not been considered. Again It is noted that for 
a curved wave front no steady solutions exist. For the strict one-
dimensional case a steady solution is given in the form of a solitary 
wave well-known in water waves but predicted here for the first time in 
solids. For the corresponding linear problem a generalized self-similar 
solution Is found. It Is a result that compares with that of LIghthill 
(30) but Is more general. For the nonlinear problem further self-similar 
solutions are also obtained. 
Clearly the above discussion was restricted to either Burgers's 
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equation or K.D.V, equation but not the general B.K.D.V. equation, it 
appears that the latter does not lend Itself to any particular solution 
and so should be solved using numerical techniques. This is not pursued 
here. 
In conclusion, it may be asserted that the totality of the present 
study has managed to add a novel feature to the study of waves in a general 
continuum. It has managed to provide a very sensible direct method to 
the study of waves in a nonlinear, dissipative, dispersive medium defined 
by an irreducible system of partial differential equations. Without 
entering into very involved mathematical analysis it has been possible to 
predict many results many of which have been verified in earlier studies. 
Indeed, the method employed has yielded many fruitful results believed 
to be completely new to the literature. 
By no means have the problems been totally discussed with reference 
to bounded media. This was not the aim of the present work. Only the 
far-field solutions (far from the boundaries) have been obtained. No 
attention has been given to the problems near the boundary. Such a course 
thus avoided the very complicated problem of matching, purposely so. To 
be able to solve the complete problem it would become necessary to seek 
still other expansions for the boundary layer. The small parameter as 
defined in the far-field problem would no longer be valid in this region; 
a consequence of the characteristic length would now be comparable to 
the the viscous length and so would yield a small Reynolds number or a 
large expansion parameter. Further the assumption that the dominant wave 
near the boundary is the linear wave would contradict results suggested 
by Whitham (76) in an earlier study. All of this has been avoided in 
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the present study. The importance of the present work should not be 
minimized as it indeed has managed to provide a very direct straight­
forward approach to the study of wave propagation problems in a general 
continuum. It has provided some very Interesting novel results with 
reference to homogeneous Isotropic wave propagation. 
Finally, it may be relevant to point out some aspects that are not 
studied here and remain open. There remains to start with the problem 
dealing with the arbitrary wave front; one has to develop boundary-layer 
type asymptotic expansions which incorporate the physical assumptions of 
variation being dominant in the normal direction. Axially symmetric 
problems should be next In order of complexities. Another open question 
not discussed here Is the matching problem. There exist ample studies 
for the strict one-dimensional problem in gasdynamics. Other fields 
remain open. As to tiie elastic problem of bounded media this study 
appears to remain intractable mathematically. The existing studies of 
even the static problems appear too Involved for physical interpretation. 
There also remains the question of developing higher order approximations 
which may be useful in interpreting shocks of larger amplitude. 
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XII. APPENDIX 
A. Diffusive Waves in Gasdynamics 
As has already been shown, Equations 3.19 and 3.21 are a system of 
homogeneous and nonhomogeneous equations in three unknowns respectively. 
The solution of the former system is uniquely defined if and only if the 
determinant of the coefficients of Equation 3.19 vanishes 
~G, 1 
-G 0 
0 
m„ 
-Gq [Vd + CQ) -
= 0 (3.19a) 
0 0 0 
This in turn allows one to solve for (p, u, 0) in terms of the normal speed 
of propagation G^. The resulting expressions are quoted below 
-0 
Yd+Cg) - mQ 
, u = GQP , 0 
Go " &0 * 
P m, (3 .20 )  0 
By introducing standard assumptions, Equation (3.20) may be shovm 
to reduce to results already proven in the context of classical gasdynamics. 
With an appropriate similarity hypothesis It is clear that the next to 
lowest terms result in the following system of nonhomogeneous differential 
1 1 1 
equations for p, u and 0. 
-Go ix + 3%" + L = 0 
'o ?x 
1 1 
^ - CL + m. + M 
'o ?X (3 .21)  
1 3 2  
~ - "'o_ 
1 
3 6  
w 
+ N * 0 
where 
1 j 3u nu . S /"2 
r- <? 
0 0 
TT + ïr + "Sx (2f)) 
3u . ] ) , . 
.2" 
- ("0 + ;;;2 
3 /2 
•Sx (uf )  
'OG ' — ' —2 
0 
T 
Y(co+c,)(G^-5,o)^ 
m„ 
3 ,°2\ 3^u 
The above system can now be solved if the equations are combined as 
fol lows : 
"(I+Cq)!. % HG, 
mg * * ^o' • "b!" ° (3.21a) 
resulting upon substitution into the following wave "structure" equation 
0 
3u nu 3u 
 ^  ^+ CtQ u  ^ (3.22) 
where 
1 3 3  
s ' ^0 . ^00 
"0 - • - V * -T-' -1^  
Y(yci>(G^-ii,^)^ 
"0 + 2 ^ 1"=^)' 
0^?" 
with taken as the unit of viscosity and n^ being the ratio of X' and 
li ' for 0 = 0, 
In the usual case of an ideal gas, p' = p'T' and a constant specific 
heat, one has &o = = Zn^^ = 1 and CQ » c^ = JIQQ = =» 0 where upon 
Equation 3.20 reduces to results obtained in classical gasdynamics and 
the "structure" equation remains of the same form. However, 
Oq - and S„ - • 
If the effective longitudinal viscosity is used as a unit of viscosity 
the result reduces to one obtained by Moran and Shen (36) in their' 
discussion of the planar problem (n = 0). 
To make the "structure" equation more manageable, one can transform 
it by constructing a transformation as follows: 
0 
u • a u' , T « b T' , X = c X' 
and substitute Into Equation 3,22 to obtain 
3u' n u' "o"'* , 3u' ®o'' S^u' 
* rr * ^ C  O A '  
1 3 ' i  
Since a, b and c are arbitrary, one may choose 
— = I and —^ 
^0 ^0 Further let a = 1 then b = —^ and c = . 
«0 0 
Thus the required transformation is specified and so can be used to 
reduce Equation 3.22 to the form of Equation 3.25. 
B, Diffusive Waves in Magnetogasdynamics 
Consideration of terms of order e in Equations 4.15 through 4.18 
leads to the following system of partial differential equations. 
-G, i f + ST + L, = 0 
*0 3? " G, 3Y + ^0 3T + 2% + M, = o (4.21) 
y(1 + c^) - m • + N, = 0 
3" - G, E + P, ?X - "1 3X + r, 
where 
• ÏÏ7 ft ^ f ^ Ix 
G, 
*00 + m^ 
(Cont.) 
1 3 5  
3 ,»2, '(('^O-^ol 'A 
^  -j a r C " -  -?r? 
•"l - ë} ^ ^ 
where it further had to be assumed that the magnetic permeability and 
electrical conductivity are both functions of temperature only. Thus, 
one may expand and write the following; 
Ug = + e + ... « g^(0 + e0 + ...) + e ggfG + e 0 + ...)' 
and 
0 1 0 1 0 1 2 
a «a a + ea + ... = d^(G + cG + ...) + e d2(8 + eô + + 
from which one can evaluate the terms that appear. 
0 0 0 0 
" 9]® and a = d^ 0 
The above system can now be solved if the equations are combined as 
follows; 
» 0 (4.2 
1 3 6  
resulting in the following "structure" equation 
0 7 0 0 oO 
3u . nu . . ° 3u „ 3 u 
?r + *1 " 3T " ^1^ (4.22) 
where 
a. 
1 . in? 
no + 2 n(G2-V' 
8, = 2 2 "T 
2 2G^ 
where it is understood that 
= GQ + and GQ [^Y (1 + CQ ) - 7(1 + CQ ) 
For the particular case where the gas is assumed to be perfect and 
where the only diffusivity is due to electrical conduction, Equation 4.22 
can then be shown to reduce to 
2(J+mpT [_2(1+m^)J 2(1+m^) 9X^ 
2 2 
where m^ - m /y ; y - Cp/C^ 
If instead one retains the diffusivities and assumes the presence of 
no magnetic field, the above result reduces to that obtained by Moran and 
1 3 7  
Shen (36) 
C. Propagation of Waves in an Infinite Viscoelastic Medium 
It may now be possible to define e.., E.. and d.. for the strict 
IJ U IJ 
one-dimensional case where all variables are functions of x only then 
Equation 5.8 yields 
XX 9x • ®xy 
1 J8v 
Y % - - 0 yz 
Cyy = (n + m) ;  : 1 j 9w . „ w . T W  +  m  T f :  «  mu ZZ X 
XX 
1 )Ru\2 ^ /3v\2 ^ /8wA2t 
2 I W + TE TE yy -(n + m) 
u^ + 
2x^ 
xy 
3u 
2x ) = xz m /3u 3w ^ 
yz 
XX 
m u w 
2x^ 
3v, 
r : 
ZZ 
xy 
(u^+w^) 
2x2 
[9v„ v_ 
Ti-ST* - (" + m) : 
I l'"? "3 1 ' I 
"•xz " l ir ! ''yy ° — 
mv. 
"yz = " i "zz 
3u . nu 
ST + — (5.8d) 
0 r= - i  ^ 2 ^ ^3vj 2 ^ ^3w j 2 ^ nfu^+yZ) + mfv^-w^) 
m  te (5.8e) 
1 3 8  
- m(n + m) ^  ^ - (n + m) + m 
(5.8f) 
? = ?-- + ——-^ (5.8g) 
3vj nv, 
TT 
=z - : *2 = w " 8 ; " = % 
The quantities Vj, v^ and v^ are to be interpreted as the respective 
X, y and z components of the velocity vector v.. The quantities n and m 
are further assumed to vary for different geometries and have already been 
discussed in Chapter V. 
Equation 5.9 is shown to have additional terms which are defined as 
follows. These are the nonlinear and the viscous stress tensors. 
T. J = (X®+ X 0^ + £9)6. . + 2W E.. + 2m 8 e.. + 4p e.. e. . (5.9a) (J I IJ » J IJ IK KJ 
T. j = TFa.j + zFd.j (5.9b) 
From Equations 5.10a through 5.10e one notes that the only pertinent 
components of these stress tensors are 
T = X©+ X,0^ + &Ç + 2U E + 2m 6 e + Ap(e^ + e^ + e^ ) 
XX 1 XX XX ^ XX xy xz' 
13J  
T = 2iJ E + 2m 0 e + 4p(e e +e e +e e ) 
xy xy xy xx xy xy yy xz zy 
° ® =xz * + =xy =yz * ®x2 'zz' 
V '  ^ ^  + 2 f dxx : \y - 2 V dxy '  ?xz '  ^ 
Equations 5.12 and 5.13 show the stress tensors to be of the form 
0 1 0 1 
T.J = T.J + T.J + ... and T.j = T.j + T.j + ... (5.14) 
1. Dilatational wave 
Once the similarity hypothesis has been assumed Equation 5.15 becomes 
c < 
. 1  o O  
^ - Ggj (x + 2w - ^ + 2 Gq ^ 
0 2° 
+ + (2X, + 4m + 8p - X - 2%) 
SX 
3° 
(  T  +  2  M  )  G Q ^ - y  +  . . . ^ = 0  ( 5 . 1 5 a )  
The dilatational wave is defined by Equation 5.15a. To satisfy the 
2 
above equation coefficients of e and c must vanish identically (for e ^ O). 
2 Setting the coefficients of e and £ equal to zero yields the following 
results that define the normal speed of propagation GQ and the structure 
respect i vely. 
= À + 2y (5. li>a) 
"SxST 
0 
n Su 
2T Ix 
2 X j  +  4 m  +  8 p  -  G ,  
2 G, 
0 3u 3 u _ X + 2y 
ÏÏX gy2 2 
rA, 
ax-
(5.16b) 
] hO  
2. Rotational wave 
With the same similarity hypothesis as that used in the dllatational 
case Equations 5.18a through 5.18c are shewn to reduce to the following 
set of equations the dominant disturbance being the transverse component 
of the displacement. 
(a + 2w - Ggj ^ + (2p - X - 2p) 
- ( T+ 2 y ) G- —~ + ...  ^  = 0 (5.l8aa) 
W - G ^ + 2 Go 
0 
(S.lBbb) 
a w 
+ |y - ^ + 2 GQ 1^ 
)x 0 
(5.l8cc) 
The dominant disturbance is evidently described by Equation 5.l8bb, 
Each of the respective coefficients associated with each power of e must 
vanish identically. This determines the normal speed of propagation Gy 
to be 
Go (5.19a) 
and the structure to be 
3^v 
0 
n 3v -
W " 2T ^ (5.13b) 
D. Nonlinear Longitudinal Waves In a Vîscoelastîc Rod 
The pertinent quantities that appear in Equation 6,6 may be defined 
as follows; 
3u 
Vr " ÏÏT ' ®ee 7 : 
OW 
"oz '  ®r2 M 9u . 3w ^ 
rr 
1 f 9u \ 2 
2 UT] 
1 /3w\2 c 
2 "57 ' 06 'Kr) 
zz 
1 /3u\ 2 
2 te 
1 /3w\2 
2 Ur rz 
1 /3u\/3u\ 1 /3wA/3w\ 
2 iTF te " 2 fete 
rr ÏÏ73T • ' 'ee 
1 3u 
7Tt Î zz 
3^w 
^ • rz 
1 3  / 3 w  5 u \  
2^31 ^ 37 + 3?; 
Now the corresponding invariants are found to be 
^ ^ + T: ^ 
3^u 9^w . 1 3u 
TFST 3  ^+ 73t 
(p f3u\ /3w 
37 37 + 7' + 
/3w\ (u\ 1 /3u . 3w\ 2 
W l7) " T (37 + TTF/ 
] k2  
Further the stresses appearing in Equation 6,7 can be defined as 
fol lows ; 
t.. = X6 6,. + 2yej. ; T,. • T?6.. + 2 F d.. 
i j i j i j * i j IJ IJ 
T., = (X®+ X,0^ + a^Pje. . + 2U E, . + 2m 0 e. , + 4p e 
i j \ 1 ;  IJ i j «j ik ®kj 
The acceleration components can be shewn to be 
. 2 , ,  
U - 0 —Y ; a 
at 
W - 0 a^w 
atZ 
where 
U = 2 3u A^u Bw A^U \ a^u Bu 3^w 3u TTTF^T + TT ?I5TJ 
Bu A^w aw a^w \ 3^u 3w , 3 w 3w 
+ 
' 17^ * 7?^ 
Through the introduction of the transformations quoted 
6.13 and expansions given in Equation 6.12 the equations of 
now be rewritten as 
in Equation 
motion can 
1 4 3  
+ =  0  
0 .,2 
0 
3tzz 
•ST" 
,2 3 w 
° 9Z^ 
> + a 
2 
?z— 
.2 i 'vi ,  .2 3u 3 w .2 I. 3w 
- 2 Go - Go ^2 3z 
_2 9 u 9w 
+ 2a G, • 
'0 W + E 
Similarly the boundary conditions defined by Equations 6.11a and 
6.11b are shown to yield 
0 - 2 f O  S n  0  \  "  
'rr + :  ^rr + c^rr " 3% 'rr) + * ^rr + ° " 
1 /I ;>' 1 5^, 0 \ 1 
:  'zr + :* (^zr " 1% 'zr " 3Y 'zz) + * * "zr + ° 
2^ 
and are valid on R« I + au = 1 + a u + 
Inspection of the lowest order terms in the above equations are seen 
to be those characterizing the linear elasticity problem. The additional 
terms are those that bring In corrections due to the nonlinearlties and 
1 4 4  
diffusivities present. In order to study these weak nonlinearities and 
diffusivities, it becomes necessary to impose a relationship between the 
parameters of the problem (e, 6» a and a). One such hypothesis brings 
out all effects in a.most general sense. It assumed that 6 » e " a » 0(a ) 
With such a similarity hypothesis, it is evident that the only way the 
equations can be satisfied is that each individual coefficient of each 
power of"a"vanish identically. With this condition a system of equations 
results with the appropriate boundary conditions. 
0 
t^^ » 0 on R = 1 
0 
a/. 
1 
t = 0 on R = 1 
rz 
2 2 2  1  0 0 0  0  
' 'rr . 'rr " 'eO . . "rr . '' r r  '  ^0 8  .  ^ r r  
W- * R * 3— * W-
0 0 
+  '  ^0 ^  ( 6 . 1 7 a )  
R 0 3^2 
2 0 au 0 0 
Vr + Trr " ?R + ^rr " 0 on R - 1 
1 4 5  
lÈlfR (* trz) + + lÈl&R (* Trz) + + lElRâ <* 
+ Gof^-TSR + 2 373233") (^.18) 
az 
^ ^ 3u i  aîi ° 
«rz + Trz - W \z - ÎZ 'zz * \z " ° * '  ' 
The linear stress tensor t j j has also been defined by Narlboll (38) 
and his results are only quoted below with the understanding that any 
quantity with a negative superscript is to be taken as zero and that 
(n = 0, 1, ...). 
n-1 n In n-l\ 
^ trr = & 3% + o 35 + 33r I (6.18a) 
n-1 
^ t06 '  isR + 3r I (6-18b) 
(6.18c) 
+ %3T (^'I8d) 2(1 + a) t 
where n • (l + c t )(1 - 2a) and 6= 1 - 0  and c is of course Polsson's ratio. 
Guided by linear theory it Is further assumed that 
1 4 6  
0 2^ 
w = w(Z, T) + a w + ... 
(6.12a) 
1 33 
u » a u + a u + ... 
then of course all stresses be they tj j, Tjj or Tj^ take on the following 
form. 
(^rr' ^88* " (*rr' ^06' ^zz^ * ® ^^rr' *88' *zz^ 
1  , 3  
^rz " 3 tpz *  ^  + ... (6.12b) 
From Equation 6,18a for n » 1 and the assumption that Equation 6.12 
Is valid results in 
0  0  
'rr " 'ee 
Then it follows from Equation 6,15 that 
0  0  
by boundary condition t^^ = tgg = 0. 
Adding Equations 6.18a and 6,l8b (n » 1) yields 
1 4 7  
Equation 6.l8d for n = 0 verifies that Indeed 
0 0 
w = w(Z, T) 
i  
Combining these two results allows one to solve for U: a result 
already found by Nariboli (38), 
u = -crR ^ 
Considering Equation 6.16a and following substitution from Equation 
0 
6.18c for t^^ yields 
V " " g 
Integration and finiteness yields 
Iz • "=0 - » fir 
while the boundary condition requires that 
2 ^ Gq =• 1 and t^^ » 0 . 
2 
These results allow one to solve for w: 
2 „ p2 .2° 
w = '"9" **? * K(Z, T) (6.16a) 
^ 3Z 
1 4 8  
Given the results above,Equation 6.17a can be simplified considerably 
as follows: 
integration and boundary conditions are shown to yield 
^ 3K 0 2 ® 
u = -cR + ( 1 + cr) ( 1 " 2a')R(cy + dg 
,  ^(1-20) (3-20^) (6.,7b) 
Since 
0 0 
T = Tûo = -c, 
rr 
. 3w >2 
ee ' -"oXlTj 
\r • ''ee -
where 
C Q =  2 "  ^ 1 ^ '  "  & G ( 2  -  a )  +  2 m a ( l  -  2 a )  -  4 p a ^  
and 
dg = ( 1 - 2a) T - 2a IT . 
2 
Using the result of Equation 6,17b allows one to solve for t^^ in 
Equation 6,l8c (n « 3). 
1 4 9  
zz # + f 0 (IT) ^ + dq 
a^(3-2o^) + 2a(l-a-a^)R^ 
4(1-0^) 
33: 
dz^ 
(6.17c) 
Equation 6.18 can now be used to evaluate t^^. 
rz 
2 
= O^R (1 - 2a)cQ + Cj + 1 + 0^ 
p O  0  
D ^ w 3w 
* 
(l-2a)dQ + 211(1+0) 
>R 
8Z^ 
(6.17d) 
where 
2 Cj » 1 - 0 - 4m(l - 20)(1 + 0) - 8p(l - 0^) 
Returning to the boundary condition results in the following relation 
y O  9 / 1 "  n O  0  o O  
where 
ci_ = Cq(1 - 20) + + 1 + 20 
and 
2 3^ = dpd - 20) + 2y(l + 0) 
Some of the other quantities used in the derivations are also given below. 
1 5 0  
E. Extensional Waves in an Infinite Viscoelastic Plate 
Quantities such as e.., E... d.t... T.a. and A. are defined in IJ IJ IJ IJ '  IJ I I 
the same manner as that found in the previous section. 
Through the introduction of the transformations quoted in Equation 
7.6 and expansions given by Equation 7.5, the equations of motion can 
new be written in the following manner: 
at .2^ 
.  +  r r  C I  u 
0 3R2 
r ° 1 1 |3T ST 
rr ^ rz I + a 
'W * 
J 
0 
+ 2 G g  • • •  = 0 
Similarly the boundary conditions of Equations 7.3a and 7.3b yield 
b i  
z: + h' 
ht + h t + h G < 
rz rz 
0 0 
+ e T  +  ô  t  +  . . .  
Z Z  
8w l  
rz rr 
zz 
3w 
Tiz + ô h ; = 0 
and are valid onZ= 1 + hw = 1 + h w + ... 
By inspection it is evident that the lowest order terms in the 
above relations are those that characterize the classical l inear elasticity 
problem. All additional terms are those that bring in corrections 
resulting from the nonlinear!ties and diffusivities present. In order 
to study these weak nonlinear!ties and diffusivities, it becomes necessary 
to impose a relationship between the parameters of the problem (e, 6, a 
and h). A particularly chosen hypothesis between these parameters (6 = e 
2 
a = 0(h ) yields results that are most general. Since the equations 
are identically zero, each individual coefficient associated with each 
power of h must vanish identically. This yields systems of equations with 
accompanying boundary conditions to be satisfied on Z = ±1. 
(7.7a) 
0 
' 'zz 
lz~ 
0 
'zz 
= 0 
0 
^ -
2" 1 
Vz 
2 0 0 
3t 
zz 
TT-
= G 2 3 w 
(7.8a) 
(7.9a) 
wi th 
2 
t 
zz 'zz *  ^ zz ^ Sz ° ° 
1 5 2  
3  2  0  
•ST" + W -  *  -
0  0  1 0  
rr - '80 ^ STrr ,  
+ ?R- + "ST- "• W-
, G 3': + Q2 
2 S W "• % 
^2 0 m 0 
3 u „ 3u o u 
3R^ ^ 9R^ 
7 8w 5 u 
3R^ [f 
a^rz 
3T-
(7 .10)  
whi le 
rz 
1 
+ T 
rz S W ^ r r  "  I F  V z  +  \ z  
The linear stress tensor t.j has already been defined in an earlier 
study undertaken by Nariboli and Tsai (47). The resulting expansions are 
quoted below with the understanding that any quantity with a negative 
superscript is Identically zero and that (n = 0, 1, ,,,). 
n-1 
Shtrr 
n-1 
n-1 
Sh'zz 
n-1 
Vz 
Bh 
n-l n-l n 
9u . A 3 u _ 3w 
' 35- + r ? * Sz 
n-l n-l n 
3 u ^ r. L  ^ 3w 
' y ' ?Z 
n n-l n-1 
Sw ^ 9u ^ .3 u 
Go"' 
+ 
n-l 
( 7 . 1 2 )  
(7 .13)  
(7 .14)  
(7 .15)  
where 
=  ( I f  2 a ) ,  3  = »  1 - 0  a n d  o  i s  a g a i n  d e f i n e d  t o  b e  P o i s s o n ' s  
ratio. 
Turning our attention to Equation 7.7a it is evident that t^^ =0 
0 0 
satisfies the conditions desired. From the condition that u = u(R, T), 
1 5 3  
l inear stress relation of Equation 7.14 (for n = 1) yields 
w = z (7.7a) 
Also from Equations 7.12 and 7.13 (for n = 1) defines 
rr 
0 
3u 
?R 
° Su 
tee " *TTR 
Following substitution into Equation 7«8a the following result is 
obtained 
at 5 .2° 1 
(Gg - 1) ; t^^ = 0 on Z = ±1. 
Integration of the above equation and the application of boundary 
conditions requires that: 
^ 2 t =0 and G. = 1, 
rz 0 
Returning now to Equation 7.15 (for n = 2) and using the above allows 
2 
one to solve for u. 
2° 
u = 2(']^d) ^ K(R, T) (7.8c) 
0 1 0 0 
Since t = t =0 and T , t are functions of (R, T) only Equation 
zz rz zz' 2z '  f -I 
7.9a Is seen to reduce to 
1 5 ' i  
2 1 
3t ~2 2 0 0 
7Z-- = : tzz + Tzz + t;: - 0 on Z - ±1 (7.9a) 
Upon integration of the above equation one has 
zz 
+ L(R, T) 
3R^ 2(1-0)  
(7.9b) 
From the above boundary condition L(R, T) is found to be 
"•<». T) = ^ + *0 (?&) ^ + "o ^ 7 
where 
2(1+0)(1-a)' 
a a 
I-a (1-G)' 
-> 
<Xj(l - 2a) + 2ma(l - 2a)+4po 
Î 
2t, X(l-2a) - 2\îa 1 - a 
Since 
0 
T 
zz 
= < 
-a(l-2a) ^ 2ma(l-2a) ^ £_£ 
2(1+0)(1-a)2 (1-0)2 (1-0)2 1-0 
4pa  ^ i /3u \ 2 
(itFf w 
and 
0 
t 
zz 
-2 t a^u 0 
From Equation 7.14 (for n = 3) since t is known w can now also be 
zz 
determined. 
1 5 5  
+ M(R, T) 
0 2 1 3 
Now with the displacement u, u, w and w defined, it is possible to 
determine all the necessary stresses. They are given as follov/s; 
2 
t 
rr 
68 
1 
T 
rz 
g ^ 
1 - a ^zz 
0 
au a £L . 
T 2(1-0) 3R3 
c t + 
0 
u 
*f* 0 f " f a^u 1 - a ^zz T ]2(1-0) 3? 
z 
0 
3u X 
2(1+o)(1-o)2 ?R 3R^ 
3K 
\z = 0 
Proceeding to substitute into Equation 7.10 and integrating yields 
3 
the following expression for t^^: 
. _ ,4 - 20 - 30^ + ^ Su 9^u 
' ' \ 2 ( , + a ) ( , . a ) ^  ' ' G -
rX(]-2a) + 2ir(l-cr) - 2at„l ^3° 
1 5 6  
where SQ and tg have the same values defined earlier but 
3 
From consideration of the boundary conditions and the fact that t^^ 
is an odd function in Z, demands that N(R, T) be identically equal to zero. 
After substituting into the boundary condition associated with Equation 
7.10, the equation for the structure is then found to be 
n 0 0 0 n 0 •oO p 1-0 
9 u . I 9u . _ 3u 3 u „ 3 u a 3 u /-, ,,\ 
wi th 
«4 ' lo * TT? »0 - TT 
T(l-2a) + 2]i(l-a) - 20 tg 
3 4 2(l=oj 
F. Discussion of the Results 
Under a trivial transformation of Equation 8.1 where the dispersion 
term is neglected yields: 
3" • + u ^ . 6 . (8.1a) 
W TT •"* W 
It can be shown to admit a self-similar solution for the linear problem 
1 5 7  
3u , nu 3^u 
where 
u = f(C) and K " 
21" 
The above equation is then transformed Into; 
|i(6 . f ^ - T"2G+1 .  0 
For a self-similar solution the independent variables X and T should 
not appear explicitly in the equation. Choosing a = 1/2 results in such 
a self-similar solution. Further if G = - ?(n + m) then 
2 
^ - -2mf - 2Ç ^ (8.4) 
dr 
The above equation Is known to have a solution for m = 0. 
FQ = A + B erfc (Ç) (8.5) 
Differentiating Equation 8.5, m times with respect to X following 
substitution of f^ for f yields 
d^ (Ho ] 2 E  ^  
/ dÇ"" 
It is clear that f as defined below Is also a solution of Equation 8.4. 
1 5 8  
 ^ - -uT (8'G) 
dÇ 
A self-slmllar solution also exists for the general nonlinear equation. 
Equation 8,1a. It can be verified to be of the following form; 
u = g(Ç) ; Ç = 
2T" 
T*-' Let 2 )g + 2T®*'-"g ^  ^ - 0 
Thus, for a self-similar solution 
3 - a + 1 • 0 and -2a + 1 • 0 
so a • 1/2 and 3 = -l/2(n+m) for m = 1-n where n = 0, 1 or 2, 
This yields the following equation! 
= -2 mg - 2C ^ + 2g ^ (8,7) 
Disregarding the disslpatlve term Equation 8,1 may be transformed 
Into 
Considering the linear problem yields 
1 5 9  
Bu ^ nu 3^u 
where 
u = f(Ç) and K " ^ 
T ®-' ^{B + f)f-aÇ  ^- T'-S* dlf 0 
For a self-simîlar solution the independent variables X and T should 
not appear explicitly in the equation. Therefore, setting a = 1/3 yields 
a self-similar solution. If 3 = - ^ j » the above equation becomes: 
For p = 1 the solution of the above equation can be found following 
integration of the result given below. 
d^f I , I , df . 
^  '  3  '  "  T ^ D T  "  "  
Following integration 
£ 1  -  i ç f  =  0  
dr j 
This can be reduced to the standard Airy equation. Its general 
solutions are known to be Al(z) and Bl(z). However, the finlteness of f 
at infinity requires only Al(z). Thus the solution Is given by 
1 6 0  
f _ )  =  D A i ( Ç )  
or in an analogous fashion 
f, 0 = C + D I  Ai (Ç) dÇ % 
(8.13) 
or the general solution is given by 
The interpretation is analogous to the one given for Equations 8.5 
and 8.6. 
A self-similar solution also exists for the nonlinear problem given 
by Equation 8.1b. 
Thus for a self-similar solution to exist 
B - a + 1 =» 0 and 1 - 3» = 0 
then 
a = 1/3 and 3 = - 2/3. 
Following substitution one obtains 
V = T^ g(Ç) ; C ^ 
T 
0 
1 6 1  
dC 
y pg + 
- G # #  (8.15) 
valid for p = 2 - 3/2 n where n = 0, 
